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Goselin has
big plans for
Murray/MSU

GOP leaders split in
Republican primary
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The woman who helped revive
the Kentucky Republican Party
will co-host a Lexington
fundraiser for Gov. Ernie Fletcher's re-election campaign next
week.
"I'm supporting Gov. Fletcher," said Ellen Williams, the
former Republican Party chairwoman who was in charge
when the GOP took majority
control of the state Senate and
when Fletcher was elected as
Kentucky's first Republican
governor in more than 30 years
year.
Meanwhile, former Republican Party chairman Darrell
Brock, who left the job on
March I. is co-hosting a
fundraiser in the same town
next week for a Fletcher challenger, former U.S. Rep. Anne
Northup of Louisville.
At least four other former
heads of the GOP favor
Northup, showing the divided
loyalties in the Kentucky
Republican Party with the May
22 primary approaching.
"I think Fletcher's poll numbers have deteriorated so far
that I don't see any possible
way for him to win in November against any of the Democrats," said Bob Gable, a Northup
supporter who headed the
Republican Party from 19861994. "1 think it would be nice
to have a Republican nominee
who has a chance of winning."
Williams, who joined the
Fletcher administration after
resigning as head of the party.
said she stands by the firstterm governor. A former aide
to President Reagan, Vice President George Bush and members of Congress over a 10year period in Washington,
Williams is listed as a co-host

and $1,000 contributor on an
invitation to the fundraiser
scheduled for Tuesday by Lexington homebuilders Don and
Mira Ball.
Brock, also a former Fletcher administration official, is on
the list of steering committee
members and sponsors for a
fundraiser set for Thursday at
the home of Lexington residents Dr. Byron and Judy
Young.
Both Brock and Williams
served as commissioner of the
Governor's Office of Local
Development and both left in
the midst of a special grand
jury investigation into the
Fletcher administration's hiring
practices. That grand jury indicted Fletcher on misdemeanor
charges that he violated state
hiring laws. The charges were
later dismissed in a deal with
prosecutors.
Other former heads of Kentucky's GOP who told The Associated Press they support
Northup include Clyde Middleton, who served in 1975,
and Joe Whittle, party chairman in 1984.
-1, am certainly not for Ernie
Fletcher,- said Whittle, a former U.S. attorney.
Whittle said he was repelled
by Fletcher's issuance of pardons to everyone on his staff
who had been or might later
be indicted by the grand jury.
Whittle said those pardons prevented Kentuckians from ever
knowing the truth about the state
hiring scandal.
"That really bothered me,"
he said.
Former Republican chairman
Terry Carmack, who served 10
years as Northup's chief of
staff, said the scandal has damaged Fletcher and the GOP
needs a stronger candidate to
face the Democrats.
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ERIC WALKER/Ledger 8. Times
P4 student Ethan Graham enjoys some cotton candy at Murray Elementary School's "Spring
Swing" Friday night.

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Mae Flint Goselin hopes to
promote the local community
in a new way.
Goselin, who spent the past
two years as the Murray
Tourism Commission director,
started last month as Murray
State's assistant facility manager. Her biggest project will
be the brand the Regional Special Events Center, which houses her office, and Lovett Auditorium. With that branding
effort, Goselin hopes to help
RSEC Manager Jason Pittman
bring more entertainment to
MSU's campus. But that doesn't mean the promotions and
marketing will be limited to
campus boundaries.
-1 think I'll do a lot for
tourism here by bring in events
that can reach people outside
our region," Goselin said Friday morning. while recovering from a hectic night of
hosting Larry the Cable Guy.
It's really been a hectic
month. Goselin's first day
included preparing for a packed
venue that night for the John
Mayer concert and was quickly followed up by hosting the
First' Region basketball tournament. Goselin, 30, has a
bachelor's degree with a public relations major and an art
minor from MSU and plans
to start work soon on a master's degree. Starting next week,
the tourism commission board
plans to interview candidates
to replace Goselin.
"My experience at MSU as
a student was very positive.
So many of the faculty and
staff made an extra effort to
prepare us, as students, for our
professional lives," she said.
I truly feel a need to give
back to the university."

•See Page 2A

Buchanan's new works tackle
good, evil and Civil Rights

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
newest books, 'My
his
two
displays
Buchanan
Local author Henry
Conversations With God: Wondering, Pondering and Trying to Get it Righr and
"The Shellman Story: Hanging the Preacher." He will hold a
signing/reading/discussion of the books at the Murray-Calloway County Public
Library on Wednesday from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Local author Henry
Buchanan will hold a signing/reading/discussion of
his two new books at the
Murray-Calloway County
Public Library on Wednesday from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Copies of the books. "My
Conversations With God:
Wondering, Pondering and
Trying to Get It Right"
and "The Shellman Story:
Hanging the Preacher" will
be available.
According to Buchanan,
"Conversations- is a personalized experience in
Biblical dialogue. "It's
about God and man at the
Tree of Knowledge of good
and evil, to God in the
Son of Man on the tree
where the final issue of
good versus evil is met in
Christ," he said. "The
Shellman Story is my own
experience in the battle of
the Civil Rights movement
in the deep South in the
1950s when the issue was
desegregation of the pub-
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lic schools, and I was pastor of a Baptist church
whose members strongly
opposed racial integration
— strongly enough to hang
me in effigy."
Buchanan says local residents and church members are invited to the
event to "celebrate some
of the heroes — and villains, too — of the Bible
and to learn anew the cost
that is required when the
church faces a moral issue
requiring full commitment
to God."
writer.
prolific
A
Buchanan says he plans to
read short, selected passages from the two books
and he hopes those in
attendance will have a
"lively discussion of the
issues and challenges the
books embrace."
According to Buchanan.
85, the two books go
together.
"At my age, I had to
publish both of them
together. In the series, the
first book sets up theolog-
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No coupon necessary. Not good on tree pickup or delivery or other discounts.
Good Wedneedey 3/21/07 only.

ical structures and the second book forces the church
to face issues and act upon
those issues. The church
must then face the knowledge of good and evil and
act upon it," he said.
He said, after reading
the books, he hoped the
readers would come away
with "a more responsible
concept of the role of the
church in our society. I
am always dealing with
controversial issues. Fifty
years ago it was race. Today
it's war. In between it was
abortion, smoking and
other issues."
The two newest books
are number 19 and 20 on
Buchanan's list of works.
"I write, therefore I am."
he remarked. "As a young
pastor. I was speaking.
Now I am writing.
"I am a theologian. so
I have to write in the area
which is my main focus.
Everything relates back to
God," he added.
Further describing the
first book. Buchanan said.

"In most of our prayer
lives we are informing God
of what we want and need.
I ask God what He is
doing in the world and what
He expects me to do in
response to what He is
doing."
Of the second book, he
added, "I attempt to do
what He is telling me to
do."
Buchanan was born near
Macon, Ga., and grew up
in a family of five boys
and one girl. He was raised
on a farm where "frequent
contacts
with
African
Americans involved events
of both conflict and
respect."
He attended the public
schools of Bibb County
and later earned a bachelor of arts degree from Mercer University in Macon.
He worked night shift at
the U.S Naval Ordnance
Plant in Macon as a part
of the war effort for World
War II.

II See Page 2A
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"Unlucky"
leprechaun
dishes out
speeding tickets
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ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
There was no pot of gold behind
the dancing roadside leprechaun, only speeding tickets.
Dozens of drivers in the
Orlando area found out the
hard way Thursday after passing an Orange County sheriff's deputy dressed as a leprechaun and warning drivers
to slow down. A laser detector clocked cars above his sign
reading "Watch your speed or
it will cost you your pot of
gold," and several officers on
motorcycles chased those who
didn't heed the advice.
. Deputy Richard Lockman
said police had been giving
out about a ticket a minute since
8 am. He was dressed in a
green leprechaun outfit with a
hat, tight white knickers and
a take red beard.
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Emily
Fricker,
Crouse,
Krishna
Row.
Second
Elkins.
Rebekah
Front Row: Joe Farley and
Paige Paschall. Laken Mitchell. Caitlin Roe. and Megan Allbritten; Third Row: Coach Scott
Pile, Jackie Elder, Darcy Stephenson, and Coach Brad Darnall; Back Row: Dominik Mikulcik,
Darian McCollister, Taylor Grady, Luke Beam. Jesse Murdock and Coach Rose Elder. Not
pictured are Shea Pierce and Coach Whitney Pile.

At the end of the war,
Buchanan and his wife moved
to Louisville where he enrolled
at the Southern Baptist Theologival Seminary and he earned
the degrees of Master of Divinity and Doctorate of Philosophy in Bihical Theology.
While studying in Louisville
he served as pastor to small
town and country Baptist
\ trip to the state
churches Upon graduation he
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From Front
'The branding effort will
includes new Web sites tor
both RSEC and Lovett and
sonic input about what the
campus and larger communitv
what to see on stage. MS1-•
Public Relations Student Society of America is going to
help Goselin gather information about what musicians and
other entertainment most interest locals. "We need to bring
the entertarmnent they want.
and then we'll start trying to
bring them here for other
things.- Goselin said. Goselin
also plans to promote a concert series as well as a more
intimate coffeehouse series in
Lovett Auditorium.
"Lovett has so many exciting things happen. That building has so much musical history — from Jimmy Buffett
to Dave Matthews,- she said.
"We want to respect the building for what it is."
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CLOWNING AROUND: -Hallelu, the Clown.- a self-described "ding-a-ling for Jesus," entertains residents at Hickory Wood Retirement Center with lots of Jokes. dance, music, and a bit
of sleight-of-hand magic Thursday morning
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Town Crier
III There will be a meeting
of the
Murray-Calloway
County Park Board Monday
at 6 p.m in the Chamber of
Commerce conference room.
Agenda items include a
director report and committee
reports.
• The Murray Planning
Commission sill meet at 5
p m Tuesday. The agenda
includes public )earings to
set the zone for the proposed
annexation at 1641 Wiswell
Road West and for the proposed rezoning west of 16th
Street from single-family to
multi-family residential.
MI The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday. The
agenda includes a public
hearing to review a conditional use permit to allow Stuart
and Gloria Shull to reside on
their business prernises
•Calloway County Fiscal
H.curt is scheduled to meet at
5:30 p.m. on Tuesday at
Weaks Community Center.
On the agenda for the meeting is a resolution approving
county road aid, a lease for
financing road equipment, a
public hearing concerning the
closing of a portion of
Hopkins Road and a resolution honoring the Calloway
County Lady Lakers basketball team.
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Obituaries
Lee M. (Bay) Travis
The funeral for Lee M. (Bay) Travis will be Sunday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Wendell Ray and Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after
5 p.m. today (Saturday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
the American Cancer Society, Paducah Office,
3140 Parisa Drive, Paducah, Ky., 42003.
Mr. Travis, 88, Vine Street, Murray, died
Thursday. March 15, 2007, at 9:50 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War II, he
was a member of First Baptist Church. Mr.
Travis
Travis retired after 33 years as a tool and
die maker at the former Murray Division of
'Ix the Tappan Manufacturing Company.
Born July 15. 1918. in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Ira Lee Travis and Lovie
Smith Travis. Also preceding him in death were
one sister, Nell Walston, and two brothers. Holloway Travis and Tom Edd Travis.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Becky Jones Travis, to
whom he was married April 12, 1959. in Calloway County;
one son, Barry Travis. Dexter: one daughter, Mrs. Carol Neale
and husband, Jerry, Huntsville. Ala: one sister, Mrs. Virginia
Nix. Michigan; five grandchildren. Trent Travis and fiancee,
Kela Craig, and Trey Travis. all of Dexter, Michelle Putman
and husband, John. and Todd Neale. .all of Huntsville, and
Valerie Whatley and husband, Chuck. Louisville: four greatgrandchildren. Haley and Ethan Sanderson and Ella and Hannah Whatle!,; several nieces and nephews.
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Joseph R. Scott
Joseph R. Scott. 78. Lansing, Mich.. died Thursday. Feb.
18. 2(8)7. at a hospital in Lansing.
He was the son of the late James Scott and Mattie White
Scott of Weakley County. Tenn. Also preceding him in death
were three brothers, Ellis Scott. James Scott Jr. and O.C. Scott.
Survivors include three sisters. Mrs. Bernice Grogan and
husband, Clarence, Murray. KV., and Mrs. Mattie Gibbs and
Mrs. Delores Bridges and husband. Tony. all of Gleason. Tenn.;
two brothers. Russell Scott. Gleason. and Arthur Scott. Paris,
Tenn.: several nieces and nephews.
A graveside service will be today (Saturday) at 1 p.m. at
the Gleason (Tenn.) Cemetery.
Gorsline Runciman Co. Funeral Home of Lansing. Tenn.,
was in charge of arrangements.

Joseph P. Williams Jr.
No public services or visitation for Joseph P. Williams Jr.
will be scheduled. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home of
Murray is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Williams Jr.. 79. Crouse Drive, Benton,
111
,
... died Wednesday. March 14. 2007. at 6:24 p.m.
, at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
A commercial artist, he was a veteran of the
......„. ''''.•-•
United States Army.
Boni Aug. 16.. 1927. in Racine. Wis.. he was the son of
the late Joseph P. Williams Sr. and Bernadine Harrington
Williams.
Survi‘ors include his wife. Mrs. Jeanette Pitteltow Williams,
to whom he was married in April 1978: one sister, Mrs. Evelyn Heimrich, Florida; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Alanna Dischler
and husband, Robert. Wisconsin. and Mrs. Carol Ann Schraw
and husband. Randy. Greenfield. Wis.. two stepsons, Lynn M.
Bergemann. Wildrose. Wis.. and Allen M. Bergemann and wife,
Allison. Greenfield: four stepgrandchildren: one stepgreat-grandch i Id.

Mrs. Elwanda Jobe Talley
The funeral for Mrs. Elwanda Jobe Talley was today (Saturday) at 10:30 a.m. in the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home. Paris. Tenn, Mike Rhodes officiated.
Active pallbearers were Quentell Osbron, Chad Kennedy,
Max Weatherford. Jimmy Valentine, Bobby McElroy and Lowell Brisendine. Honorary pallbearers were members of Adult
Ladies Sunday School II Class at Puryear Baptist Church. Burial was in the Foundry Hill Baptist Cemetery. Puryear.
Mrs. Talley. 81. Puryear. Tenn.. died Tuesday. March 13.
2007. at Jackson Madison County General Hospital, Jackson,
Tenn.
A member of Puryear Baptist Church, she was a 1943 graduate of Puryear High School. She had retired in 1985 as a
civil service secretary at the Naval Air Station. Memphis, Tenn.
Born April 4. 1925. in Puryear. she was the daughter of
the late Robert Henry (Ben) Jobe and Nellie B. Walker Jobe.
Also preceding her in death were one sister, Vida June Jobe,
and one brother. Wallace Henry Jobe.
Survivors include one nephew, Glenn A. Jobe and wife,
Shirley. Schaumburg, Ill.: sister-in-law. Mrs. Annie F. Jobe,
Hazel. Ky.: great-niece. Rachel D. Jobe;two great-nephews, Robert
M. (Bert) Jobe and wife. Katie. and Scott A. Jobe; two greatgreat-nieces, Holly Jobe and Heidi Jobe.

Fort Campbell soldier found
guilty of negligent homocide
FORT CAMPBELL. K.
(AP) - A military panel found
a 101st Airborne soldier guilty
of three counts of negligent
homicide in the deaths of three
Iraqi detainees. :After four hours of deliberations, the panel returned the
verdict in the court-martial of
Staff Sgt. Ray Girouard, 24.
He was also found guilty of
obstruction of justice for lying
to investigators and a conspiracy charge for trying to conceal the crime.
A negligent homicide charge
carries a maximum penalty of
three years in pnson. Girouard
could have faced a maximum
sentence of life without the pos-

sibility of parole if he had
been convicted on premeditated murder charges.
Girouard is the last and
most senior soldier from the
10Ist Airborne Division to face
trial in the killings. Girouard
has testified that he lied to
investigators about the slayings to protect his soldiers,
and that he never told Spc.
William Hunsaker and Ph..
Corey Clagett to kill the
detainees. After he discovered
the slayings. Girouard said, he
decided to help them fake an
attack. cutting Hunsaker and
punching Clagett in the face,
and lying to superiors.
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18-year-old student involved with married
school counselor shot and killed by husband
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) - ter short of completing a bach- still carrying the suspected mur- doing. Police say she has hired
In a tragic twist to a familiar elor's degree in music educa- der weapon, a shotgun.
a lawyer but could not prostory, a teenager who had sex tion. A popular performer in
Sean Powell was buried vide a name.
with his married 30-year-old local rock 'n' roll bands, he Thursday after a funeral attendThe attorney for Eric
teacher was fatally shot out- hoped to become a school band ed by more than 150 friends McLean, 31, acknowledges that
side the woman's home, and director.
and former classmates.
McLean killed Powell. "So this
authorities have charged the
On the evening of March
"I didn't color any rosy pic- trial is going to be about what
woman's husband.
10, McLean called police to tures," said the Rev. Lee Wal- really did happen and why _
"You see all this stuff with say an intruder was at the cou- lace, who officiated. "I said. not who,' attorney Bruce Posteachers involved with their ple's home. About 7 minutes Sean, like myself, is not per- ton said.
students. It just comes up time later. Erin McLean called back fect. He was a boy who had
Poston said McLean is in a
after time on the national news," to say her husband had just hopes and dreams and goals "state of shock. Like watching
said Norman McLean, father shot Powell outside in the boy's in life, like everybody else, a deer caught in the headlights.
of suspect Eric McLean. But car.
and those were cut short."
Literally wondering, 'Have I
this time, he said, someone
Eric McLean fled in his car,
Erin McLean has moved in made a decision that will ruin
"actually died over it."
which was later found at the with relatives in Nashville with the rest of my life as well as
McLean's wife, .Erin, had high school. McLean was arrest- the couple's two young sons, others?'"
completed half of a one-year ed Sunday, walking along rail- ages 11 .aral 7. She has not
teaching internship at West High road tracks about 6 miles away, been charged with any wrongSchool, where she met the 18year-old Sean Powell last fall.
Powell's mother, who gave
him up for adoption a dozen
years ago but re-established
contact ifr 1005; said her son
acknowledged having an affair
xith a teacher.
"He wouldn't let me answer
my cell phone." Debra .Flynn
recalled. "I said,'Why?' He said,
Well. Mom, I'm going out with
this girl.' I said, 'So what? He
said, 'She is a counselor at
school.' I said, 'Oh, my God,
Sean.'"
Flynn, whose son sometimes
stayed at her home in Nashville,
said she later found text messages on her phone. "Come
home. Baby, I love you. You
are beautiful," they said. She
believes Erin McLean preyed
on her son.
"These teachers are feasting
on our children in school and
something has to be done,"
Flynn said.
Powell "was a great kid.
full of life," Flynn said. He
had taught himself to play guiGREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
tar and just received his driver's license. His adoptive par- CONFEDERATE HISTORY AND HERITAGE MONTH: Murray Mayor Tom Rushing (seated at
ents. Scarlett and Jack Pow- right) and Calloway County Deputy Judge-Executive Michelle Corum seated at left) sign a
ell, had just bought him a car. proclamation declaring April 2007 as Confederate History and Heritage Month locally. The
But he left school on Nov. proclamation urges residents to increase their knowledge of the role played by the
20 and did not return. School Confederate States of America in general and the Confederate solider in particular in our
officials refuse to explain, cit- country's history. Pictured are members of the Fort Heiman Sons of Confederate Veterans
ing privacy laws. Flynn said Camp 4 1 834 in Calloway County The group urges local residents with Confederate ancestry
her son had a substance-abuse to contact them at 753-9688 Sandy Forest) or 436-2602 (Barry Grogan).
problem and went to rehab for
less than a month.
Norman McLean described
his son, one of his eight children, as "an excellent person,"
who was not violent, but he
acknowledged that his son "had
a lot of burden on him for
months now," referring to his
wife's affair.
"Now, 1 am only talking
about myself. But I can perFeaturing Tim Roland of Humboldt. Tennessee
sonally only take so much,"
Our speaker, Tins has !veil preaching full-anw ne 7,
rn.rn rr,
„,:.„ L.
. ,•• •• •
, • 4f • •
,N2
,Hardman Universal He has sent,'for cortyrewar,n, rn Jr
C,UhPlc J ,
rkun3a, C
:he
Norman McLean said. "Every(-hurt h tn Hurtel,Li: T,•nrtf,,ee +herr
fl
'Jr,'
body has a breaking point and
there is only so much you can
SCHEDULE OF DATES & TOPICS.
March 18 - Sunday Morning Bible Class at 9:00 am
endure before you get to that
Principles.tor Personal Spiritual Growth (Ephesions 4:12-16)
place ... where you lose control."
Sunday Morning Worship at 9:50 am
Follow Me'(Matthew 4:18-22)
Norman McLean said his
son, once a percussionist in
Sunday Evening Worship at 7:30 pm
the University of Tennessee
Living on the Promises of God!(2 Peter 1:1-11)
marching band, put his own acaMARCH 19-21 BEGINNING EACH NIGHT AT 7:00 PM
demic career on hold to supMonday - Can these bones live again? (Ezekiel 37:1-14)
port his family while his wife L
ipoommiaimisday - Dead Men Walking(Romans 6:1-5)
Wednesday - My Heart-Gods 1-1,,nte'!Corinthians 6:19-20)
of 11 years pursued a graduate teaching degree from the
Pieare 6e oar- .o.ror-eciy.aert
sFecialAreee/
University of Tennessee. He
has worked as a pizza deliveryman while taking classes at
121 Artesian Dr.• P.O. Box 319• New Concord, K1 42076
the university.
270-436-5635. e-mail: ncch@wk.net
Eric McLean is one semes-

New Concord Church of Christ
cordially invites you to a Gospel Meeting!

Proper Spiritual Motivation
for Powerful Christian Living!
March 18th - 21st, 2007
•,4

•
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•
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Mad props Hearing the migratingdersouls
for Dr. D
the kid. today say, you absolutely HAVE to give Dr.
411111 some plop, !he man has merged into Murray
my et sit v student v ulture as well aS - it not better
plc\ is
president. Di King Alexander
\ander. then just shy of his 18th birthday when hired
its lather as president. was at one with the studem, ill Lug,: part because he looked like one of them
A young man who would talk freely
about his student loan pa meets and his
own college experiences during a round of
basketball or while lugging a mini-fudge
I or I reshmen moy mg into their dorms.
Alexander immediately connected with the
student body on campus and they responded with an immense fondness for him.
It was one of the many likable attrtbides ot Murray State's previous president
W ith a nets president. I'm sure there
County
tt.
it he would he able to
Lines & City ititcraovonverns
with the student body as King
Limits
Ale s.uiidei did I sure thought about that
It I rti: Walker Xdmittedly. hanging with Dr Ronald Kurth
Ledger & Times would neve hate CNC') entered my mind
Editor
w hell I W as
ii MSI I
although the rear
admiral was more than willing to help out
It p liltiiht ',avenger limit softie IA in fellow Merino.
vntl I tle‘tsed once)
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Seven geese honked one
morning last week, passing
low near the tops of my
pecan and magnolia trees as I
went out to get the morning
paper. Their V-tiwiriation was
nigh perfect. except for an
empty place on the end of the
nght line.
It was a good way to start
the day, an announcement that
spnng is fast at hand and the
geese are returning north. We
hope they find the deep and
debilitating winter snows in
New York have finally melted.
These geese, harmonized in
honking, reminded me of the
greatest sight in my long life,
the day when driving from a
rural Maryland meeting southwest towards Washington I
suddenly came upon fields and
fields oh geese - thousands
of them' --- of both the Canada and the white snow varieties. majestically and gracefully landing and taking off.
refueling and resting on their
annual exodus
flow did they know how
to hind each other and to
gather in such incredible numbers, and what drew them
instinctively to those level corn
fields' I stopped my car on
the two-lane road that ran parallel to their landing fields.
and soaked in the sight tor
nearly an hour. The procession
indeed, these
was unending
many years afterward, it is
still flapping in and out of my
mind
asstkiate geese flights
with the poetry oh Robert
Penn Warren. that Incredibly
talented wnter nurtured in
Guthne. Ky.. just up the IAN
hue from my Pans. Tenn..

hometown.
Warren
wrote. in
"Tell Me a
Story":
Long
ago, in
Kentuck
as a boy ,
stood
BY a dirt
road, in
first dark.
and heard
The great
.geese hoot
northward

S(It
hilrn
By Larry
McGehee
Syndicated
Columnist

I do not know syluit was
happening in my heart.
And In "Heart of Autimin",
he wrote:
"'info; ...
wild geese
'fetid Ito (I land (5,1 Wthriti
It titer .
.
Non, !atlas. touthing
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And in "I-unction of Bilk/aid... Warren compared
snowflakes to tailing goose
leathers.
God% eoos,' net k leans
it flint:, is 'WWI; phi( ked.
Mask feathers turn nine as
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Meamshile the wild geese,
high in the cletui blue air,
are leading home again.
Whoever you are. no matter
how lonely
the norld afters itself to
sour untigination.
tolls to you like the wild
geese, harsh am! exciting —
oter and aver announcing
tur plate
in the latnily of. things.
While reading last week
about the influence of the
Celts on the mindset of the
South. and discovering that
sonic 500)0 Irishmen fought
for the Confederacy land
150.001 for the Union I.
chanced upon pictures of sonic
of their battle flags. I was surprised to find one with an
Irish harp surrounded by wild
geese in flight.
Those 200010 Irishmen in
the Civil War were only a
fraction of the Irish "Wild
(;eese.- Irish soldiers who
escaped poverty and English
rule by enlisting in foreign
armies all over the world.
When Patrick Siusfield's Irish
army !Ought the army of
William of Orange in 161)1.
the Irish soldiers were allowed,

the Treaty of Limerick,
to sail to France to join the
exiled king, James II.
Some 20,000 sailed there,
but the British tore up the
treaty and confiscated the
lands of the unprotected Irish
Catholics left behind. An Irish
Brigade served in the French
army for the next century, and
half a million Irishmen died in
French service. French smugglers brought them from Ireland to France, year after year,
and their ship logs called them
"Wild Geese.Many others went to serve
with armies in Spain, Germany, Poland, Austria, and
Russia, and eventually in
South and North America.
Seventeen "Wild Geese"
became American generals in
the Revolution. Twelve grandsons of George McCook
became Union generals or
field officers.
My own ancestors, legend
has it, were Scottish Celts, not
Irish, of the' McGregor Clan.
Sometime around 1651 they
were on the losing side of
one of the British civil wars,
had to give up their name
iand changed it to McGehee),
and came to Virginia. They
were also "Wild Geese.When the geese fly over
on their twice-yearly pilgrimages, I feel kinship with them.
Some may carry the evermigrating, restless souls cf my
ancestors.
Lam' McGehee is a professor-emeritus at Willard College
and may be reached by
at imgeheelt(Ostalfindedu.
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snow Which is what thes are.
Bless snow! Bless God.
W'ho must work under the
hand of
Fate, Ow has no name.
God does the best
He cum and sometimes lets
.snost whiten the world
AY a promise ...
Another poet. Pulitzer winner Mary Oliver, wrote, in her
"Wild Geese":
Jell me about despair
sours, and I will tell you mine
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Our Elected Officials
U.S Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
Office Bldg
Washington D C 20510
•,4, 11
1-202-225-311',
S Sen Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
Washington D C 20510
1-202-224-4343
U.S.Sen Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
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They don't really hate America
II !,ou helle‘e the media wit' the crybaby let, the entire world hates the [noted
States of America. I don't believe that.
Die reality of it is they don't hate us.
they Just love our money and wish they
,ould get their hands on mote of it That's
.ill the rest of the world ever cared about.
Surr, a lot ot the French hate America,
but they hate es ens natuni that NO
Franke 1 efties across the globe hate
America because they are insanely jealous
ot our prosperity and our standard of living but they are not anything like a
mat.411),.

Ask yourself. this: It America is so
hateful, why does half the world want to
tome here to live in such a hateful country
It you really want to know who really
hates ,Ninerica don't look abroad. Look
tight here in the United States for the real
hate Arnenca crowd: look at the left-wing
craties who run the Democrat party.
Mink about it. America is at war. Teas
.4 liAliwieRdi‘ fit Amencans in the armed
tortes are fighting that war, and more than
three thousand of them gave their lives
battling the terronsts sworn to destroy this
nation.
Yet aside from Osama bin Laden and
his crew of merciless killers, the people
most dedicated to seeing the United States
defeated in a battle for the future of die
world are the liberal Democrats now feebly trying to run the Congress.
YOU really have to hate Arriaica and its
people to lust after the defeat of your own
citintry
Store. they tkin't some nght out and say

it. I-he!, covet. limit'
tracks by calling a
headlong - and sh.une-- dash for the
club a -redeployment.their was of saying cut
and run. They say they
hulls suppon our troops.
while they mutter about
cutting the funding for
them and leaving them
defenseless far away
from home.
As the new strategy
Its winning the war in
By Michael
Iraq begins to take
Reagan
hold, they refuse to ft-cSyndicated
omic any of the signs
Columnist
of progress. Nancy
Pelosi and Hany Reid
and the despicable John Murtha announce
to the nation that we are losing the war.
and moreover. can't possibly win it.
You really have to hate America to
4and on die sidelines, root for an twiny
triumph and do everything you can to
make sure we lose a was.
If you want to know who really hates
America look at the Democrats who
jumped on the media bandwagon to attack
Walter Reed Army Medical Center charging that they have not given good medical
care to ow wounded troops coming back
from a Iraq when they are fully aware
that these wounded heroes have meived
the finest medical care ever a given to
anyone. soldier or civilian, in the entire
history of the world.
Thousands of wounded members of our

Making
Sense

armed forces who would have died of
their wounds in previous wars are alive
today as a result of the medical care
available at Walter Reed and other aimed
services hospitals. But what do we hear
from the likes of Nancy Pelosi and Harry
Reid' Praise for the great care the Army
and Navy have provided for the wounded
and disabled? No.
Instead we hear allegations that slyly
suggest that the conditions in substandard
living quarters are in actuality symptoms
of poor medical care being given to our
troops. That's a flat-out lie, and you have
to hate America to tell it.
The fact of the matter is that those veterans forced to live in substandard quarters
and receiving extraordinary medical care
were victims. not of the Army, but of the
federal bureaucracy which operates under
rules and restrictions dictated by the Congress when it was under the control of the
Democrats.
Moreover it was the Wig= which
allowed Walter Reed medical center to be
scheduled to shut down in 2010 — just
three years from now — putting it in that
category to deprive them of adequate funding.
You really have to hate America to
attack — for purely political reasons — a
system of medical care that is saving huge
numbers of Americans. They have no
shame.
Mike Reagan is the eldest son of the
late President Ronald Reagan. E-rnail conemenu to Reagan(a>caglecartooftscorn.
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Clean linen collection at Make A Difference Day
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Did you know... Make
A Difference Day is March
24 at Stewart Stadium
from 9 a.m.
- 1 p.m.?
'The Shredder' will be
on site for
shredding
identity sensitive materials and all
kinds of
Chamber recyclable
items will
Chat
be collectBy Lisa
ed. New to
Satterwhite
this event,
Mun-ay/Calloway the AmeriCounty
can Red
Chamber of
Cross and
Commerce
RSVP
Homeland
Security will also be collecting clean linens (sheets, towels. etc.) for Calloway County shelters.
Coming Up Around
Town:
1HSA Regionals, Cherry
Ag Expo Center. Today. 9
a.m., free admission.
Real Women's Expo 2007.
Executive Inn Convention
Center. Today, 9 a.m. - 5
p.m.
Kirksey Ballpark baseball
and softball sign-ups, Kirksey
Methodist Church. Today. 7,
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.. ages 3
and up.
Evening in the Prairie,
Elk & Bison Prairie. LBL.
Tonight. 6:30 - 8 p.m.. $3
P'' person.
Variety! Music, Memories
& More. Badgett Playhouse.
Grand Rivers, Tonight, 8
p.m.. call 1-888-362-4223 for
lickels 01 visit
www.grandnversvariety.com

fair complete show schedule.

American Red Cro,ss LifeCourt Square Lawn. Apr. 7,
guard Re-certification: Mar.
9:30 a.m., ages 0 - 8.
18, 9 a.m. - I p.m.; CPR
Junior Explorer Day for the Pro Rescuer Re-certiPond Prowl, Nature Station,
fication: Mar. 18, 1- 4 p.m..
LBL, Apr. 7. 10:30 a.m. and
other sessions to follow, call
3:30 p.m.; Discovery Hike, 2
753-1421 to register.
p.m.
'Meet the Candidates',
Easter Sunday Spring
hosted by Calloway County
Hayrides, Nature Station,
Democratic Party, Weaks
LBL, 1, 2, 3 and 4 p.m.
Community Center, Mar. 19,
'Jesus, No Other King', a
6 p.m., $5 barbecue dinner
dramatic concert for Easter,
begins at 5 p.m...
presented by the music minBull Sale, Cherry Ag
istry of Westside Baptist
Expo Center, Mar. 20, I
Church, 207 Robertson Rd.
p.m. - viewing; 6 p.m. South, Apr. 6, 7 p.m. and
sales, free admission.
Apr. 8, 10:30 a.m.
Loretta Lynn in concert,
Murray Independent and
Carson Four River Art CenCalloway County Schools
ter, Mar. 22, 7:30 p.m., call
Spring Break, Apr. 9 - 13.
1-8M-450-4444 for tickets.
Calloway County Red
Pony, Horse and Mule
Cross offers Babysitter's
Pull, Cherry Ag Expo CenTraining, Center for Health
ter, Mar. 23, 6 p.m.; Mar.
& Wellness, Apr. 9 - 10, 8
24, II a.m. - mules: 6 p.m.
a.m. - noon, recommended
- horses, $5 per person per
for ages 11 - 15, call 753Photo
provided
event, kids under 12 free.
Dr. Howard Taylor will be the speaker at Tuesday's 1421 for more info.
Make A Difference Day,
Basic Aid Training , CenBusiness@
Breakfast in the Murray Room of the RSEC.
Stewart Stadium, Mar. 24, 9
Nationally known as a board certified toxicologist and speak- ter for Health & Wellness,
a.m. - I p.m.
er with over 20 years experience in drug testing, Taylor will for students ages 8 - 10,
Murray Art Guild. Visual
Apr. 12, 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.,
Evidence 2007 Annual Juried also have a free training from 9 a.m. to noon after the break- call
Red Cross at 753-1421
Exhibition, through Mar. 24,
fast. For reservations for either event, contact 753-5171. This
for more info.
call 753-4059 for more info.
breakfast is a cooperative effort of the Chamber of
Dl: Faustus by ChristoTracy Lawrence in ConCommerce,CC ASAP and Murray-Calloway Transit Authority. pher Marlowe, Robert E.
cert, Lovett Auditorium, Mar.
Johnson Theatre. Apr. 12 Art Center, Mar. 29 - 30,
28, 7 p.m., tickets $10 Doodlebops Live!. RSEC,
14, 7:30 p.m. and Apr. 15,
7:30
p.m.
$15. call 1-877-894-4474 or
Mar. 31, 1:30 & 4:30 p.m.,
p.m.
2:30
Calloway County Red
visit www.ticketmaster.com.
call 1-877-894-4474 for tickKnights of Columbus
Cross offers Lifeguard Train- ets.
Presented by American CanBingo, K of C Hall, 332
ing, Session H, Mar. 29 cer Society Relay for Life,
AQHA Horse Show, Cher- Squire Rd.,
every Tuesday,
Apr. 3, call 753-1421 for
McKinney Insurance Services
ry Ag Expo Center. Mar. 31, 6:30 p.m.
more info.
and Froggy 103.7 FM.
9 a.m. and Apr. I, 8 a.m.,
Welcome New Chamber
Calloway County Middle
WKMS 91.3 FM presents
free admission.
Members:
School
P'I'SA
Family Fun
Meridian with on-air conver'Dancing for A Cure',
American Direct, Paul
Night, CCMS, Mar. 30, 6 sations with MSU President
sponsored by Kirksey UMC
Guy,
marketing, 1300 John9 p.m.
Dr. Randy Dunn, Mar. 29,
Relay for Life Team, Woodson Blvd., Murray, KY
Search for Life in the
noon. E-mail questions for
men of the World Building,
42071, 270-762-9912.
Universe, Golden Pond PlanDr. Dunn to wkms@mur330 C.C. Lowry Dr., Mar.
Avon, Paula Olejniczak,
etarium, LBL, through Mar.
raystate.edu.
31, 7 - 10 p.m.
31, visit www.lbl.org for
Cirque Dreams Jungle
Murray Main Street 'East- beauty products/gifts, PO
Box 3488, Paducah, KY
more info.
Fantasy. Carson Four Rivers
er on the Square' egg hunt,

42002. 270-994-2540.
Alesia Gail Parker, realtor - Grey's Properties, 1 1 I
North 12th St., Murray. KY.
42071, 270-293-7653.
Highlights from the
Commerce Center:
Individuals who live in
the City of Murray and are
interested in serving on a
board, can send a resume to
the City of Murray. 104
North 5th St., Murray. KY,
42071. For more. information
contact Hada McClure at
270-762-0350 or
limcclure@ci.murray.ky.us.
An Exercise and Cancer
Recovery (ECR) program for
cancer survivors meets weekly at MSU with Dr. Matt
Wiggins, Exercise Psychology
professor. This free research
program is for adults currently having or completed
with cancer treatments. The
activities introduced through
this program increase quality
of life physically and emotionally and help to overcome fatigue for cancer
patients. For more information on this free program
contact Dr. Wiggins at 270809-6285.
Upcoming Ribbon
Cuttings/Grand
Openings:
Aluma Kraft Sales. 90
Chestnut St., Mar. 28. 11:30
a.m., ribbon cutting/grand
opening, II a.m. - 1 p.m.
For more information on
becoming a member of the
Murray-Calloway Counts.
Chamber of Commerce or
hosting a Chamber event
contact Tab Brockman or
Lisa Satterwhite at 753-5171.

Kentucky Retros ABA
team offering internships

Photo provided

'11

NEW TOWN AND GOWN MEMBERS: Holley Office Products in Benton has become the
newest member of the Murray State University Town and Gown program. Pictured from left are
Dr Tim Todd. interim dean for the College of Business and Public Affairs; Victor Waldrop,
Holley Office Products owner; Elizabeth Foster, Holley Office Products account manager; and
Kim Griffo. Town and Gown coordinator. Through this program business and community members are able to interact with the university in various ways that include participating in forums,
serving on an advisory committee or focus group on Town and Gown issues, and providing
guidance and suggestions to MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn. For more information, contact
Grin() at 809-4415 or kim.griffo@murraystate.edu

—Nobooly covi protect or

AUTO any better than we can!

The Kentucky Retros is
announcing a program for high
school and college internships
for the summer. The program
will consist of three teams of
ten interns each in areas of sales,
marketing and public relations.
and basketball operations.
"Each team will have a
leader and be given challenging assignments that will help
our team get a strong foothold
within a 4 hour radius of our
community, and get the word
out.- stated Retros Owner and
General Manager Steve Van
Waes.
The organization already has
a database of over 100 prospects
from current career fairs, but
is looking for students who
are very confident in their ability to get the word out in the
communities about an ABA pro
basketball team.
"Our organization is very
excited to let the public know
we are a year-round business
and we are going to stay very
active and involved in our communities,- Van Waes said. "The
games are very fan friendly
and affordable so the whole
family can enjoy this new entertainment.The sales team will be given

Kopperud Realty's
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Look to us for quality Auto Insurance coverage, low
rates, attractive discounts, and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today.

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St.• Murray
753-4451
Westside • Court Square

lama you can depend a.

503 Stone Ridge Lane
OPEN HOUSE - SUNDAY 2 PM-4 PM
CHARMING HOME!! Conveniently located at the end of a
cul-de-sac. This well-maintained 3 bedroom, 2 bath home is
an absolute must see. Vaulted ceilings, ceramic tile flooring
adequate storage makes this quaint home a rare find in
Murray. $149.1XX1 nth #37014

meNuti, AAI

Greg MeNott.(Tit

Mike Young. ARM

formance.
Persons interested in applying for the teams or for the
Retros this summer are encouraged to submit a resume to
either Van Wires at (270) 2932556, email svanwaesOchartermet or head coach Kevin
Waters at (404) 729-6655 or
email
coachkwaters
@yahoo.com
The Kentucky Retros website — kyretros.com — is under
construction currently but will
be online April 1.
To find out
what's
happenin
in your
,uil
‘
v
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read the
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
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is a good agent
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the task to develop a merchandising program, a corporate
sales initiative, and a season
ticket holder plan.
The basketball operations
team will be asked to promote
and organize basketball events
such as weekend tournaments,
organize kid's basketball clinics, a Retros Pro Am Summer
League, and developing the
game day operations routine
during the summer and perfect it.
The marketing and public
relations team will seek to plan
a
summer
press
conference/media day, improve
the website, develop in-season
promotions, as well as support
the other teams in their endeavors.
Each of the teams will
receive incentives based on per-

711 \lain St.

901 Sycamore Street, Murray

270-753-8355
David King

yvvvvir grangoinsurance corn
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Serger workshops scheduled

Marshall
to have
exhibition
at gallery

by the master Volunteers

Murray State University student Nathan Lane Marshall will
host his Bachelor of tine arts
exhibition No End to Space
March 16-April I in the seventh floor Clara Eagle Gallery
it the Doyle Fine Arts Center
Marshall's show will include
paintings, prints and works in
metal, all exploring the emotional distance between accident and intent. surtax and
Ilusion.
A gallery reception will be
held from 6-8 p.m on Friday.
March _IR
Marshall is originally from
St Louis. Mo.. and is the son
.it Debra Lane and James Marshall He was awarded the
Horsiman Sculpture Award in
2007. was an Art Department
Outstanding Senior in 2006
and received an Art Award for
Excellence in 2005
Ile is a member of the()rgamii,at Ii in ot Murial. An Students,
Art Dimensions and the St.
Louis Art Guild After gradualum. Marshall plans to earn
a master's &glee in fine arts.
teach college-les el painting and
continue to exhibit his artwork
in galleries.

The Purchase Area Certified Master volunteers in Clothing will teach a series of
serger workshops at the Graves County
Extension office, Mayfield, from noon to
3:30 p.m., according to LaDawn Hale,
County extension agent for family and
consumer sciences.
Serger Basics- Level I will be taught
Thursday; Intermediate Serger techniques
- Level 11 on March 29; and Advance
Serger Techniques on April 5.
Jo's
To register for one or all three of the
Datebook workshops
and to receive a list of supBy Jo Burkeen
plies and more detailed information, call
Community
the Calloway County Extension oMce at
Editor
753-1452. The deadline has been extended
to Monday. Class size is limited.

`All-Day Scrimmage Festival' today

Photo provided

FLAG PRESENTATION: Representatives from the Woodmen of the World presented a new
flag to Janet Caldwell, principal of Murray Elementary. The presentation was made by Nancy
Buchanan, field representative, Linda Fain and Ann Spann, members of Lodge 138 and Lexie
Fain and Hunter Winsharger, youth lodge members. Pictured are Hunter Wineharger. Linda
Fain, Janet Caldwell, Ann Spann, Nancy Buchanan and Lexie Fain.

Ballroom
Dancing
class
scheduled
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Theatres
1608 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE G000 THRU MAR 22
moviesinmurray.com
SHOW TIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT 8. SUN ONLY

Premonition
PG13 • 1 15 - i ..- 7 00 - 9 10

Dead Silence
R - i :0) • 3 :15 • 7 25 • 9:10
I Think I Love My Wife

Photo provided
HONORED: Pictured from left are Marilyn Reece, lead
teacher for the Cuddler Room and Keith Travis, Vice
President of Human Resources. Reece was recently awarded Teacher of the Year for the MCCH Child Care Center. She
was nominated and awarded Teacher of the Year for 2006 by
her peers and the MCCH Administration. She has been an
employee at MCCH for the past ten years.

Local students named Rho
Gammas at Transylvania
Murray High School graduates and
LEXINGIoN. Ks
Iransy Is ania Unicersity sophomores Katie Garland and Rachael
hace been named Rho Gammas for the fall 2007
rec nunnery Imo.es.
Rho Gammas are upper-class Greek women who are selected to help potential new society members nasigate the recruitment process and seise as an unbiased counselor and friend
throughout TeLrultmcni
Garland is the daughter of Robert and Cathy Garland of
Alurras
ill this. JU C ken. Use 5 ler14,e 111.110T. is the daughter of Brian
Williams and Alice Hosey -Williams of Murray.
I ransy Isania. founded in 1780. is the nation's sixteenth oldest institution iii higher learning and is consistently ranked in
national publications as one of the top liberal arts colleges in
the c MU'),
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Sunday, March 18, 2007
1:50 — 5:50p.m.
Benton Church of Christ
3091 Atain Si tIfw, 641 S I • Benton. KY

Murray Elementary School will have elections for the School
Based Decision Making Council on Monday and Tuesday from
8 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the school office.

Support Group will meet

Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one
or both parents due to death and to help each other through
the hard times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at
753-7129.

Theta meeting on Monday

Theta Department of Murray Woman's Cub will have its
annual auction on Monday at 2:30 p.m. at the club house with
Sharon Siebold as auctioneer. Each member is requested to
bring two items, if possible. Also items for Merryman House
will be appreciated. Hostesses will be Naomi Rogers, Becky
Rutledge and Cloia Campbell.

Hospital retirees will meet Tuesday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 am. at The Big Apple.
For more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

CCHS Project Graduation will meet
Calloway County High school Project Graduation committee will meet Monday at 5:30 p.m. in the media center. All
parents of CCHS seniors are urged to attend.

Lodge meeting Monday

Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall.

Songwriters meeting Monday
A new NSAI (Nashville Songwriters Association International) Chapter will conduct a preliminary meeting Monday
from 6 to 8 p.m. at the Stables in the Murray State University Curtis Center. Kenya Walker, music row songwriter and
performing artist, will be present. For more information contact Janet Miller, regional coordinator, at 293-7252.

Democrats will host candidates
Calloway county Democratic Party will host a "Meet the
Candidate" night Monday starting with a barbecue plate dinner for $5 at 5 p.m. followed by the candidates speaking at
6 p.m. For more information contact David Ramey. Calloway
Democratic chairman, at 759-9905.

Project Graduation plans fundraiser
As a fundraiser for Calloway County High School 2007
Project Graduation, the committee is accepting orders for Amish
baked goods including breads, dinner rolls and sweet rolls as
well as jams prepared by Schlaach's Bakery. The sale will
continue through Monday. Orders will be ready for pick up
on Tuesday and Wednesday. April 3 and 4. For more information call Sandy Linn at 753-7274.

Four Rivers group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all musicians
and listeners. For more information contact Velvaleen at 7536979.

New Beginnings will meet
New Beginnings will meet tonight at 6:30 at Westside Baptist Church with a potluck supper being served. Music will be
by Dan Walker, Whitney Wicker and Shauna Wicker. For more
information call Ron and Linda Wright at 753-0156.

Substance Abuse program planned
Dr. Howard Taylor, Ph.D., will present "Business Training
for Substance Abuse and Drug Testing" on Tuesday from 9
a.m. to noon in the Murray room of the Murray State University Regional Special Events Center. This is being sponsored by the Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse
Prevention. Murray-Calloway County Transit Authority and
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. Those attending are requested to call 762-7333 by Monday. Chamber members can register when signing up for breakfast by calling
753-5171.

CCHS Baseball Team holding car wash

Alycia Watkins & Stephen Janow

Calloway County High School Baseball Team is holding a
free car wash today at Taco Johns. All donations will be
appreciated and accepted.

Natalie Hay & Tyler Williams

Zodiac

MES elections planned

Kela Craig & Trent Travis

Holly Irvine & Jeremy Bolls

PG1:3 - I 141 - 3.iii -;

.-,,oc.,-, ,,oc,,I.11,00 CA,'.53 :6'1

Calloway County High
School Backboard Club will
have its basketball banquet on
Monday, April 16, at 6 p.m.
an the large ballroom of Murray State University Curtis Center.
For more information or to
make reservations, contact Hal
or Belinda Perry at 759-4144
or e-mail belindaperry32@hotmad.com. or Christi Arnold at
or
753-6417
chnstopher to' wk.net.
All reservations and money
need to be turned in by Monday. April 2. There will also
he orders taken at the banquet
for the 2006-2007 highlight
CD which will be sold for
$I0 each.

NIlison Carman & Shane Mize

Wild Hogs

PG - 12:50 • 3:10 -6:50

Basketball
banquet
planned

Brooke Grace & Brandon Rile

R - 1 iml - 3 15 - 7 30 - 9 40

Ghost Rider
PG13 - 9:00
Bridge To'brabithis

Murray State University's
Center for Continuing Education recently announced dates
for one of its most popular
non-credit courses, "Ballroom
Dancing.* The course is open
to the public and is currently
taking registrations.
"It's Swing Time! Get your
exercise and learn one of the
most popular dance styles today
of American Ballroom Dancing. You do not have to have
a partner to learn all the right
moves for the New Ballroom.
Latin and Smooth (Fox Trot,
Cha-Cha, Waltz. Rumba and
Dancing,
Swing), Society
Swing Revival, and more," said
Charles Thurman, instructor.
The class will meet on five
Thursdays. April 5 to May 3
from 7:30 to 9 p.m. The fee
for the course is $55. Space
in the class is limited and preregistration is required. A 10
percent discount is given to
MSU faculty, staff. students
and senior citizens. 55 and
older.
For more information, or to
register, contact the Center for
Continuing Education, at 8093659, or 1-800-669-7654,
extension 3659.

Murray High School Lady Tiger softball team is hosting
"All-Day Scrimmage Festival" today which started at 9 a.m.
and will continue until approximately 8 p.m. Local favorites,
Murray and Calloway, along with Hickman County, Lone Oak,
Trigg County and University Heights will be warming up for
the regular season which starts in 10 day. Admission is $4
for adults and SI for students.

pentrec
Th• Crary Form,I'Unmet* 6t
Kr stain

Mon •at 10.-;

Senior Friends plan trip
Senior Friends of Jackson Purchase Medical Center will
sponsor a trip to Charleston, S.C., June 5-9. For information
call Janet at 270-293-7252 or Jackie at 753-4646.

Good Life plans trip to show
The Murray Bank is now accepting reservations for travel
to the Southern Women's show at Nashville. Tenn.. on April
12. All members are welcome to attend and invite a guest.
Contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail hsykes(itathemurray bank.com.
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HOMEMAKERS: Pictured are Anita Heath, JoAnne Roberts, Sherrie Holbrook, Mary Hampel,
LaQuita McCoin and Jennifer Dixon at the February meeting of the Friendship
Homemakers
Club, and not pictured is Brenda Kimbro. Hampel presented a lesson on "Home Landscapin
g"
and Dixon led the recreation. The club will meet March 27 at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County
Extension office and new members are welcome. For more information call 436-5216.
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llospitalMenus
"Heart Smart" is the program
for the menus in the cafeteria
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian,
said the menus are designed
to help those restricting saturated fats and sodium in their
diets.
Menus, subject to occasional changes, for the week of
March 19-25 have been released
as follows:
Monday - *cabbage roll,
pork cutlet w/gravy, oven fried
chicken, green bean casserole,
mashed potatoes with gravy,
*steamed vegetable medley
black-eyed peas. tomato Floret'
tine soup.
Tuesday - chicken strips,
liver and onions. *fish filet
almondine, macaroni and
cheese,
mashed
potatoes
w/gravy, *seasoned cabbage,
fried zucchini, taco soup.
Wednesday - Domino's
pizza, Swiss steak. *lemon pepper chicken. *new red potatoes. *baby carrots, garden
blend vegetables, broccoli
cheese bites, *chicken noodle
soup.
Thursday - *chicken pttstt:i
wraps, Sloppy Joe on bun,
breaded chicken livers, *pork
loin, baked beans, yellow
squash
casserole, *tender
spinach, whipped potatoes
w/gravy, corn fritters, potato
and bacon soup.
Friday - prime sea strips.
beef Stroganoff, *southwest
grilled chicken, also served
w/bacon and cheese, *tender
noodles, asparagus-pea casserole, *Harvard beets, *baked
potato, Wisconsin cheese soup.
Saturday - *cabbage roll,
savory pork chop, *Capri blend
vegetables. *turnip greens.
mashed potatoes and gras s
fried okra, soup of the day.
Sunday - *roast turkey
breast, tender beef tips whum(Iles, corn bread sage dressing, *green beans, *peas and
Irr,)ts. soup of the day.
• • • •
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Photo provided
FOUR GENERATIONS: Juanita Collins is pictured holding
her great-grandson, Griffen Seth French. Pictured left is
Renata Bogard, daughter of Mrs. Collins and right is Jessy
French, granddaughter of Mrs. Collins.

Subscribe
Today!

by calling
753-1916

Mrs. Otha Mae Darnell of
Murray celebrated her 91st
birthday on Jan. 8. She was
born Jan. 8, 1916.
Her husband, Virgil Darnell,
died in 1997, and one son,
Danny Darnell, is deceased.
She spent her birthday with
her three daughters with a special birthday cake being served.
Her daughters are Mary Ruth
Taylor and husband, Ed, and
Evelyn Smith and husband,
Powell, all of Calvert City.
and Hilda Dodd of Murray.
Her five sons are Richard
Darnell and wife, Inez, Paducah, and Eddie Darnell and
wife, URN Brooks Darnell
l!and Vidski4asepsi _Gene Darnell and wile, Debbie, and Ted
Darnell and wife, Carolyn, all
of Murray.
Mrs. Darnell has several
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
Even at the age of 91, Mrs.
Damell still has a garden each
year at her home.
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cooking for her family and the residents. and has been providing laughter and happiness
to the residents at Spring('ruck tot()\ci;1 years.
'At Spring Creek we have a good time together and laugh a lot with our residents. Taking the
that to listen and laugh with our residents is what has made myjob 10 enjoyable."

Mallitry Rudolph
& Robert Ilitward
bra Rica Murdock
& Richard Blalock II
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recipient. She is a Certified Nursing Assistant at Spring Creek Health Care, enjoys
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Natalie Flay
& Tyler Williams

Monica Sevilla
& Daniel Dukes

the gym, a presentation on "Act in Time to
Heart Attack Signs" at 10 a.m.. Women's Issues
at 10:30 a.m. in education room. and Ping
Pong at 12:30 p.m. in the gym. The monthly
birthday and anniversary celebration will begin
at 12:30 p.m. On the lunch menu will be
spaghetti w/meat sauce, cauliflower, tossed salad
w/low fat dressing, whole wheat roll and gelatin cubes.
Wednesday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8 a.m. or 9 a.m.. Stride with Pride
Walkers will not meet, Fitness Aerobics Class
at 10 a.m., Powder Puff Pool. play from 10 to
11:30 a.m., Pinochle Club ar noon, and AARP
tax assistance from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on a first
come, first served basis in the computer lab.
Bain, seasoned beans, creamy cole slaw, whole
wheat bread, apple crisp and raisins will be
on the lunch menu.
Thursday events will be Strength and Stretch
Class at 8 a.m.. Shuffleboard League play at
9:30 a.m., Ceramics class from 9 to II a.m.
in the gym, and movie matinee showing "The
Guardian," rated P6-I3, will begin at 12:30
p.m. in the gym. On the lunch menu will be
roast beef, cabbage, baked sweet potato, ambrosia
and whole wheat roll.
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics at
8 or 9 a.m., Open Bridge at 10 a.m.. Blood
Pressure checks from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. and
Stride with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m. Dijon
chicken, new potatoes. broccoli, whole wheat
roll and fresh orange will be on the lunch
menu.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center is
a United Way agency.
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\shlev Cottmgham
& Neal Mathis

By 'TERI COBB
Activities director
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center is located at 607 Poplar St , Murray. Our
phone number is 753-0929. Lunch is Nerved
daily at I l:30 a.m for a suggested donation
of $1.50. Beverages are lowfat milk. ice tea
and coffee.
We offer transportation on e dad!, basis from
9 a-trt. to 12:30 p.m It you use in the city
limits and need a ride to our center, the doctor, grocery store, bank or pharmacy, please
call at least one da ahead of time to schedule your ride.
Our exercise room is open each week. Monday through Friday from 8 ant to 4:30 p.m.
Those who are 60 and older are invited to
exercise at no cost, as well as take advantage
of other activities and services we have to
offer. Contact the center at 753-0929 for more
information.
Activities and menus for the week of March
19-23 have been released as follows:
Monday events include Armchair Aerobics
at 8 a.m. or 9 a.m., Health Express from 8:30
to 11:30 a.m., Stride with Pride Walkers at 10
a.m., Fitness Aerobics Class at 10 a.m., Bingo
at 12:30 p.m., Caregivers Support Group at
12:30 p.m. in the education room, Beginner
Line Dance at 1 p.m. and Advanced Line
Dance at 2 p.m. in the gym. Salisbury steak,
broccoli, mashed potatoes, whole wheat roll,
raisins and chilled apricots will be on the lunch
menu.
Tuesday events include Strength and Stretch
class at 8 a.m., Men's basketball at 9 a.m. in

We install
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Bel-Air Shopping
Center

270.7594400
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Pember and Winkler named as Good Citizens of Year by Oury DAR chapter
h It • Saturday. larch 17, 204/7

Meagan Pember of Murray
High School and Ashley Winkler of Calloway County High
School have been named for
the annual Good Citizen awards
given to local high school seniors by the Captain Wendell
our Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution
Me chapter presented Pemher and Winkler with a DAR
iood(ill/en pan, certificate and
allet recognition card. The students were also eligible to enter
rhe DAR Good Citizens Scholai ship Contest A winner is
-clet. led tilt both the state and
iiional level
Ilk' semi ii s were presented
!,, Vt ima Beatiy. chair of the
‘ommittre, at a
iieeting of the chapter at the
('ounty
allow ay
Public
I dirai%
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Peridici
adei and athlete. panicipataig
sit!. Nth-I.:Cr tour years
iid sei.ing as captain. She
named All -A State RunI p. 21)05. All-District learn.
Distrkt Runner Up. 2006,
did Regional Runner up, 21A/6.
sire vs as on the varsity hasialball warn three years, captain. vac ...ay milthall. sic years.
—titian). and All Slate Acadeleain Honorable Mention.
,ross country.
tom veal.. state qualifier all
litN,ears,

wrist

Photo provided
Meagan Rember, right, was presented her DAR Good Citizen
award by Wilma Beatty, committee chair of the chapter
council, four years. currently
serving as secretary; Future
Business Leaders of America.
tour years, having served as
chapter vice president. chapter
president and currently regional treasurer; 'Uri-Alpha, tour
years. currently treasurer, Family, Career and Community
Leaders of America. one year.
president; pep club, tour years.
treasurer. two years. Key Club,
three years, charter member:
Spanish Club. two years, first
place realia, regional foreign
language festival, 2005, and

outstanding

2001 and 2002. and

Millet.

aN.aid.

lies

1003.

2004

also participated for
lit years in navel Softball,
helpIllg her team to he flin tier, up in the SEAA World
seiies i n 2t11iirs and eighth place
in the I sSSA World Series in
.10414
He, `Outlay High club
inv ii.einems include student

'she

has

tourth pl.ice. reaha, state toi
eign language testi% al. 21111i.
Beta Club. two year s. I-eli vs
ship 411 Chrtstian Athletes.
seats. alld

the

1142e1

Cal hot ik

year, currently 'iii
dent hie editor
Pember has been named (cii
tiny 21 Student of the Neck.
Vt ho's W ho Among American
High School Students. W ho
W ho Among American High
School Athletes, and has served
Is a
Mentor and in
Senior
1.eadership Tomorrow She took
first place in the All-A State
stall, tine

years, currently captain; Beta
Club, three years, and Jr. Beta
Club vice president, one year;
world languages club, three
years, currently secretary; pep
club, four years; and chemistry team, two years;
Awards and recognitions
include 2006 GOvemor's Scholar, 2006 Coca-Cola Scholars
Semi-finalist, Class of Kentucky
2005, Miss CCHS 2007; Most
Outstanding Senior and Most
Studious, 2007; Rotarian Student of the Month, 2006; Outstanding KYA Speaker Award,
2005; and numerous state
speech and debate awards.
Winkler has worked as a
student tutor, as secretary for
the In His Steps ministry, and
is employed in JCPenney's Customer Service. She is a member of the First Baptist youth
group and the daughter of Scott
Photo provided and Angela Winkler.
Ashley Winkler, left, was presented her DAR Good Citizen
The DAR Good Citizens Proaward by Wilma Beatty, committee chair of the chapter.
grain and Scholarship Contest
the
Soccer Cup Essay Contest.
demic athlete awards, four encourages and rewards
citizenship.
good
of
qualities
She has won over 100 titles years; and was nominated to
in eight years of pageant par- the National Achievement Acad- The program is open to all
senior class students enrolled
ticipation. She has worked for emy of Athletics.'
private
the Murray Park System as an
A four-year member of stu- in accredited public or
are in
that
schools
secondary
umpire and for Allison Pho- dent council, Ashley served as
tography as an office assistant. vice president last year and pres- good standing with their State
She is currently a Tiger Star. ident this year. She was also Boards of Education.
The student selected as the
helping children with basket- class vice president last year
ball skills. A member of the and president this year: Nation- school's DAR Good Citizen
First Baptist Church youth al Science Honor Society. three must have the qualities of
group, she is the daughter of years. vice president junior year dependability I which includes
Steve and Melinda Pember.
and president this year: Ken- truthfulness, loyalty, and puncWinklei is an outstanding tucky Youth Assembly. two tuality); service (which includes
athlete, scholar, and leader in years. secretary junior year and cooperation, courtesy. and conher school. She has been on president, senior year; Kentucky. sideration of others) leadership
the arsity soccer team all four United Nations Assembly. two I which includes personality.
sell -control. and ability to
•N. ears. currentiv serving as cap- years. president junior and sentam: varsity tennis team, three ior years; and student judicial assume responsibility: and patriotism I which includes unselfish
years: v arsity cross country court, two years.
learn twile year. placing fourth
Winkler has been a incur- interest in family. school, comin the region and qualifying her of the speech/forensics munity and nation) to an outfor state. Fellowship of Chris- team. three years. currently co- standing degree.
tian Athletes, four years. aca- captain; debate team, three
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TERRY PETTY
CHEVROLET-BUICK
- AND -

APPETEr
ARE MERGING
TO ONE LOCATION!
WE DO NOT WANT TO
THESE CARS TO U
Don't miss this opportunity to
take advantage of
DISCOUNTS OF $11,000 or
0% FOR 72 MONTHS ON
SELECT VEHICLES!

Photo provided

NEED LINE BENEFIT: Dr. Dennis Heskett prepares to deliver groceries that Heskett
Chiropractic Center collected from its annual "Dr. with A Heart Day. on Feb 16. This year's
benefit was a huge success with over 100 patients bringing in bags of groceries in exchange
for services on that day. Need Line reported that the groceries came lust at the right time as
the shelves were really getting low.
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PETTY MOTOR COMPANY

MERGING INVOICE SALE
Petty Motor Company is merging with
Terry Petty Chevrolet Buick into one location
BUT Chrysler, Dodge & Jeep will NOT make the move!

.1•01111.4

Best Deals of the Tear

with Specials we have worked out
with GM & Chrysler on our 200
New & Used Vehicles!

p in

Marra,

111

Don't miss this opportunity to drive away in a
new Chrysler, Dodge or Jeep for INVOICE
and still keep the rebates or
financing as low as 0% for 72 months!
ALL
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This sale includes
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GIRLS SWEET SIXTEEN

Pike Central, Lex. Christian to meet in semis

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) —
Pike County Central is one step away
from becoming the first Region 15 team
to reach the finals of the Girls Sweet
Sixteen since 1984.
Kayla Lowe scored 24 points to lead
the Lady Hawks (22-10) past Notre
Dame 66-60 in quarterfinal action
Friday night.
No team from Region 15 has ever
won the state title. Standing in the way
is Region 11 champion Lexington
Christian, which is making history of
its own with its first state tournament
appearance. That game is scheduled for
11:30 a.m. CDT Saturday, following
the Iroquois-Assumption matchup at 10
a.m.

Lowe made 10-of-16 shots from the rebounds. In all, The Pandas outre- second
half, but could not get closer attempts.
floor in leading the Lady Hawks past bounded the Lady Hawks 41-24, but
than four points.
Adia Mathies led the way with 23
the Pandas (29-5), the champion from were undone by 34 percent shooting
In addition to L,ondons effort, fresh- points, while Stafottia Taylor finished
Region 9.
(21 of 61) compared to 50 percent (24 man Sarah Beth Barnette scored 18
with 13 and Kayla Hickman tossed in
The game was close throughout with of 48)for Pike County Central.
points and grabbed 11 rebounds for the 11 for the winning Lady Raiders.
neither team holding more than a sixLexington Christian (32-3) fought Lady Eagles. Anna Martin finished
Western Kentucky signet Hope
point lead in the second half. Pike off a stubborn Region 10 champion
with 16 points for Lexington Christian. Brown led North Hardin (25-8) with 19
County Central put the game away on Montgomery County 70-57, thanks to a
Maggie Prewitt paced the Lady Indians points. The Trojans struggled at the
free
six consecutive free throws by Haley 24-point, seven-assist performance
with 23 points while Jenna High added throw line, making just 2-of-9 shots and
Ratliff in the final 43 seconds of the from Emily London.
14.
turned the ball over 28 times. Iroquois
game that never allowed the Pandas to
The Lady Eagles led just 62-57 after
The other semifinal matchup was will face Assumption for the second
get closer than four paints.
a three-point play by Montgomery between a pair of Louisville schools.
time this season, having defeated the
Haley Ratliff finished with 15 points Countys Courtney Danis with 1:38
Region 6 representative Iroquois Rockets 53-40 during a regular season
for Pike County, while Kayla Ratliff remaining. Lexington Christian then (31-2),
the only semifinalist to return game.
added 12.
scored the final eight points of the game from last season, rolled past North
Thia Gholston scored 14 points and
Notre Dame's Nicole Dickman fin- to seal the victory.
Hardin of Region 5 74-51, thanks to 58 grabbed 11 rebounds to lead
ished with 22 points and II rebounds,
Montgomery County (30-6) stayed percent shooting from the floor (26-of- Assumptio
n past Barren County on
while Emily Drees had 16 points and 14 within striking distance for most of the 47) and
a 34-9 edge in free-throw Friday.

CHICAGO (AP) — This should get the critics
off Tubby Smith's back.
For another day, at least.
Randolph Morris finished with 19 points and 11
rebounds, and eighth-seeded Kentucky flexed its
muscle in the second half for a 67-58 victory over
ninth-seeded Villanova in the West Regional on
Friday night.
Jodie Meeks (12), Ramel Bradley (11) and Joe
Crawford (10)also finished in double figures.
Kentucky (22-11)advanced to the second round
for the 16th straight year and will play top-seeded
Kansas on Sunday.
Scottie Reynolds, Big East rookie of the year,
came up big in his first NCAA tournament appearance with 23 points, including 8-of-12 shooting
from the line. Curtis Sumpter added 19 in his first
tournament game in almost Lxvo years.
But Villanova(22-11)doesn't have the firepower of last season's team that won a school-record 28
games,and it didn't have the consistency to pull off
the upset. Mike Nardi, playing on a badly sprained
left ankle, missed two wide-open 3-pointers in the
last 2 minutes, one of which would have pulled
Villanova within two.
The last few weeks haven't been easy ones for
Kentucky. The team came into the tournament with
losses in six of its last nine games, and Smith has
been criticized so heavily that athletic director
Mitch Barnhart felt compeiied to give him a vote of
confidence earlier this week.
Though players insisted they haven't been distracted, they looked sluggish for much of the first
half and fell behind by four early in the second. But
Crawford, who made only one basket in the first
half, drained a 3-pointer to put Kentucky up 40-36,
and the southern 'Cats were off and running.

AP

Villanova's Shane Clark (20) is surrounded by Ken cky defenders Randolph Moms (33), Ramel Bradley
(3)
and Joe Crawford (32) as he tries to score during the first half of a first-round game in the West Regional
of
the NCAA Tournament on Friday night in Chicago.

TENNESSEE 121, LONG BEACH STATE 86

Vols crush defense-less 49ers

AP

Tennessee forward Duke Crews goes up for a
basket against Long Beach State forward
Dominique Ricks dunng Friday's contest in the
South Regional of the NCAA Tournament at
Columbus, Ohio.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — elite field.
Forget "Rocky Top." Chris Lofton
"I like an identity for a program.
may have come up with a new Tins is our identity," coach Bruce
Tennessee rallying cry.
Pearl said. "We've never finished
Lofton led the way with 25 points second in (any league in) scoring in
as the Volunteers set off some offen- 14 or 15 years I've been a head
sive fireworks to beat Long Beach coach.
State 121-86 Friday — matching the
"We pride ourselves on, as Chris
most points scored by a team in a said, putting the fast back in fast
first-round NCAA tournament game. break. We do. We want to be able to
"It really was (fun)," Lofton said. do that and win. I enjoy being uptem"We're used to playing like that. po and being aggressive in transition.
When a team plays (uptempo) like We'll put four or five guys on the
that, we get excited. It wasjust a fast- floor that can score, and they've got
paced game.
a lot of freedom."
"We put the 'fast' back in 'fast
The Volunteer (23-10) hit triple
digits on a dunk by Duke Crews with
Catchy — and accurate. The point more than 6 1/2 minutes left and then
total equaled the most in a first-round stepped on the gas to tie the school
game, set by UNLV in 1977 against mark for points.
San Francisco.
"They were scoring from all kinds
Both teams came in averaging 80 of positions on the court," Long
points — putting them among the top Beach State coach Larry Reynolds
11 in the nation — so it wasn't a said.
shocker that baskets came in bunchJaluan Smith added 24 points.
es.
Ramar Smith 22, Crews 12 and
But the numbers were nonetheless Wayne Chism 10 points. Dane
staggering for old-timers who Bradshaw had a career-best 11
believe defense drives teams into the assists.

"We didn't come in with a game
plan that says we want to put up 100
on these guys," Bradshaw said. "It
was just the flow of the game."
The Volunteers improved to 29-3
in Pearl's two years when scoring 80
or more points — a threshold they
reached with 13 minutes remaining.
They'll face Virginia in the second
round of the South Regional on
Sunday.
Kejuan Johnson scored 24 points,
Aaron Nixon 23 and Kevin Houston
17 for the 12th-seeded 49ers (24-8),
regular-season and tournament
champs of the Big West who were
making their first NCAA appearance
in a dozen years.
Lofton,
the
Southeastern
Conference player of the year, led the
way as the Volunteers shot 59 percent from the field and made 14 of 27
3-pointers. He hit half of his eight
shots behind the arc and JaJuan
Smith hit 4-of-6.
Each team hit seven 3-pointers in
a wild opening half that featured the
Volunteers racing to a 29-12 lead in
the opening 7 1/2 minutes.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Rick Pitino thinks having thousands of Louisville fans at Rupp
Arena to watch the Cardinals
play in the NCAA tournament is
great.
Too bad none of them can
guard Texas A&M star Acie
Law.
Then again, it seems nobody
else can, either.
The all-everything senior has
become the Aggies' unquestioned leader, equal parts psychologist and playmaker for a
team three years removed from a
20-loss season.
Law's shotmaking earned
him the nickname "Captain
Clutch" and
his serene
confidence is
a constant
source
of
comfort for
his
teammates—and
even
his
coaches —
when times
Law
get tough.
"I
just
like to tell my guys to keep a
cool head and things will be
fine," Law said.
Things never have been better for Texas A&M (26-6) heading into Saturday's secondround South Region game
against Louisville (24-9). The
Aggies have reached the tournament for the second straight year
for the first time in school history, and finally are making basketball matter at a school long
addicted to football.
It's a transformation that
wouldn't have been possible
without Law, who can be just as
valuable with his voice as he is
with his hands.
After the Aggies allowed
Penn briefly to take the lead
midway through the second half
of their first-round matchup on
Thursday, Law walked into the
huddle during a timeout and told
anyone who would listen not to
worry, including coach Billy.
Gillispie.
Pitino, who was sitting
behind the Texas A&M bench
during the timeout, was
impressed with the way Law
took command
"He immediately went to
everybody on the team and said,
'Relax, I'm taking over, it's not
going to happen,— Pitino said.
"He just said, 'I'm taking over
the game."

ARNOLD PALMER INVITATIONAL

Tournament leader Mediate looking for another meeting with the King
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Imagine
how Rocco Mediate felt the first time
he met Arnold Palmer on a golf course.
He was 19 when friends secretly
arranged a golf game at Latrobe, and
the kid was so overcome by seeing the
King that he nearly turned and ran.
Imagine how he would feel 25 years

later to see Palmer waiting for him
Sunday afternoon on the 18th hole at
Bay Hill.
"It would be pretty interesting to see
if I could even talk," said Mediate, a
guy who rarely shuts up.
Mediate chatted away through wind
and rain Friday, making birdie on two

of the toughest holes during his 5-under
65 that gave him a three-shot lead at the
Arnold Palmer Invitational.
Tiger Woods was lucky to still be in
the mix.
Tied for the lead after a 64 in the
first round. Woods hooked one tee shot
into the water and hit plenty of others

into the rough. He closed with four
tough pars for a 73, leaving him six
shots behind.
Asked for any positives to take out
of a bad day. Woods replied. "I broke
Mediate was at 9-under 131 and gets
to spend a third straight day with Paul

Casey, who gladly exchanges the banter. Casey shot 70 and was at 134 with
John Rollins, who played with Woods
and shot 65. The group at 5-under 135
featured former British Open champion
Ben Curtis(67), former PGA champion
Shaun Micheel(68)and Players champion Stephen Ames(67).
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Sunday's Games
Toronto as Houston at Kissimmee Fla
12 05 p m
Florida as Washington at Vera Fla
12 05 p m
N v Mets vs St Louis at Jupiter Fla
205 p m
Boston ws Bartimore at Fort
auderdale Fla 12 05 p m
Atlanta ISSJ as Cincinnati at Sarasota
Ha 12 05 pm
I A Dodgers as Cleveland at Winter
Haven Fla 1 05 pm
Detroit (ss) vs Atlanta Iss) at
Kissimmee. Fla 12 05 p m
Philadelphia (ss) as Minnesota at Fort
Myers Fe 12 05 p m
Tampa Bay (as) as Detroit iss) at
Lakeland Fla 12 05 p m
Tampa Bay isal vs Philadelphia (ssi at
(Ilearwater Fla 12 05 p m
Pittsburgh as N V Yankees at Tampa
lie 1215pm
Colorado as Texas at Surprise Ant
3 05 pm
Seattle vs Mrhvaukee at Phoenix 3 05
m
Oakland lss) as Arizona at Tucson
Ariz 305 pm
(Imago While Sox as San Diego at
Peoria, Ant 305 pm
Chicago Cubs vs L A Angels ISS) at
Tempe Anz , 305 p in
A Angels ISSi as Oakland (ssi at
Phoenix 3 05 p m
Kansas City as San Francisco at
--icottsd.ale Ariz 3 05 p m

1

Sports8riefs
•Calloway County High School will host a volleyball camp on March
camp which will be held from 9 a m to
and teamwork 11 is open to girls in the
fifth thrimigr the eighth grades The cost of the camp is $30 That fee
i:icIuiJei tamp shirt, a snack and a dnnk To register. or for more inforaboLd the camp r ontact Tammy McCallon at 762-7333
31 at Jeffrey Gymnasium The
loon wilt teach fundamentals

(Al tournament to benefit the Calloway County High School
4 program will be held Apni 6 at Miller Memorial Golf Course
mil tie served at noon. and play will begin at 1 pm Space is lirn1c 1. teams consisting of four persons The cost is $50 per person
•
!'''',m'at[n contact Kim Hopkins at 559-9992 or Dickie Walls

•

t.1..r•ay High Lady Tiger softball team will host an "All-Day
,
1 ,
stival today Games were scheduled to begin at 9 a.m..
auproioniately 8 p rn Local schools Murray High and
alt
along with Hickman County, Lone Oak. Tngg County
Cr'„ersir, Heights will be participating in the event Admission is $4
0, 4,1„11St fi ir students
▪

I
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SURE SHOTS: Ryan Butler left and John Lollar recently took home first-place trophies after winning their
respective divisions of the Knights of Columbus
Regional Free Throw Shooting Championship, which
was held recently in Henderson Butler won the 13-yearold division. while Lollar claimed the top finish in the 11 year-old division Both boys are now qualified for state.
national and international levels of competition
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NCAA TOURNAMENT — WEST REGIONAL

Gritty Salukis hold off Holy Cross

WWV
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
No rhythm, no flow, no open
shots. Southern Illinois got the
exact type of game it wanted.
Letting their gritty defense do
the work, the Salukis overcame
a front-line injury and beat Holy
Cross 61-51 on Friday night ma
first-round NCAA tournament
game that had as many floor
burns as fast breaks.
Reserve forward Tony Boyle
scored a career-high 14 points in
the second half, including one
banked-in free throw, as
Southern Illinois(28-6) matched
its school record for wins and
advanced in the West Regional.
The Salukis will face
Virginia Tech in the second
round on Sunday.
Playing with the best NCAA
tournament seed 'in its history.
No. 4 Southern Illinois had trouble finding shots against a
switching, trapping defense that
seemed to know what it was
going to do.

Holy Cross (25-9) had even
bigger problems, keeping the
Crusaders in a deep tournament
rut. They won the national
championship in 1947 with a
team that featured guard Bob
Cousy, but haven't won a tournament game since 1953, dropping their last nine.
Boyle took over after forward
Matt Shaw hurt his left ankle
while getting a rebound in the
closing seconds of the first half.
The sophomore did just enough
to keep Southern Illinois ahead
the rest of the way.
Torey Thomas led Holy
Cross with 15 points, but went
only 3-of-16 from the field.
Senior guard Keith Simmons,
the Patriot League's player of
the year. went 0-for-5 from the
field and managed only four free
throw's.
Everyone figured it would be
decided
by
skinned-knee
defense. Both teams rank in the
top 10 nationally in fewest

points allowed per game —
Southern Illinois is third at 56.5,
Holy Cross ninth at 57.1.
Plus, both teams had a defensive player of the year in their
conference — the Salukis'
Randal Falker in the Missouri
Valley, the Crusaders' Thomas
in the Patriot.
Six minutes into the game.
the score was stuck at 4-all, the
teams were a combined 2-for-9
from the field, and the frenetic
pressure had forced eight ugly
turnovers. The defenses had
already dug in.
For most of the half, baskets
were so scarce that a three-point
play qualified as a scoring spree.
In the last 4 minutes,
Southern Illinois put together
the game's first and most decisive run — a 9-0 spurt that featured a pair of fastbreak baskets
by Shaw. Even that came at a
price.
Shaw, a junior forward who
averages 11.4 points, hurt his

NASC AR

Newman
wins
another
pole
finally
HAMPTON. Ga. oaPi
Suddenly. Rocketman is back.
Ryan Newman. NASCAR's
'premier qualifier from his rookie year in 20(12 through 2005,
piling up 35 poles. slumped to
Just two last year - none after
taking the top qualifying spot at
New Hampshire in July
But Friday night he looked
like the speed demon of old.
turning a last lap of 193.124
mph that was nearly I 1/2 mph
faster than runner-up Elliott
Sadler's 191.894 on a cold.
windy night at Atlanta Motor
Speedway.
It's the first time this season
the Penske Racing dricer has
qualified better than 16th.
"We were good in practice.
worked on it a little hit,
exchanged sonic notes with
Kurt's team and improved it
quite a NC Newman said, referring to teammate Kurt Busch.
So why has he been so slow
in qualifying'.'
"Just getting things right with
out Dodge,” Ness Mall said
"flits is the exact safe': car that
qualified ;9th last week and finished eighth tat Las Vegas 1. We
knew it was a good race car. we
itist needed to get it figured out
-We struggled last year and it
feels good to he hack in this
seat." he added.
Newman ran away with the
pole despite a miss in the
eng ine
'II did it
ti both straightaway s, Newman said. grinning
-I was really surprised But the
car got through the corners so
last that Penske Jasper engine
was still able to get it done It's
a great effort tor us and a great
result
The fast lap. besides eanung
NeN111.111 his 38th career pole.
gas e him his sec enth Atlanta
pt)le and ninth front law, start in
10 meson the fast 1.5-mile oval,
althiiugh he has yet to finish better than fifth in the race
Qualifying last tall %kJ.
.Tamed
out and the lineup was set by
points. with Newman starting
17th
Sadler. %Out got ka-ew chief
Josh Browne hack last week at
l as Vegas alter Browne missed
the first two races while serving
a suspension tor a technical violation at Daytona. was elated by
his qualifying run
"It was a great lap.- Sadler
said

FREE THROW CHAMP: Beau Phillips, 12, of Murray
won the regional free throw shooting competition, held
March 10 in Paris, Tenn. Phillips won the local competition before capturing the district and state titles, earning
a berth in the regional contest against boys ages 12-13
from Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri and Arkansas.
Phillips scored a total of 101 points out of a possible 110
in all four contests he participated in. He will travel to
Springfield, Mass., on April 21 to compete against 11
other regional winners. The winner of that competition
will received a scholarship.

SPRING TRAINING ROt NDUP

Bonds hits another
homer for Giants
By The Associated Press
With Barry Bonds hitting
homers and a healthy. Armando
Benitez throwing strikes. the
San Francisco Giants are stanmg to get excited about the season
Bonds hit his fourth home
run k)t spring training Friday and
Benitez pitched his third scoreless inning. sending San
Francisco to all 11-7 s ictory
over the Colorado Rockies in
Scottsdale. Anz.
"We worked today how it
could go." Giants manager
Bruce Bochy said. "We're getting ready for the year now."
Bonds. latest home run oft
Byung-Hyun Kim wasn't nearly
as memorable as his previous
one. The slugger connected off
KIM in their first matchup since
Bonds passed Babe Ruth with
his 715th homer last May.
With the Rockies hoping to
showcase Kim for a potential
trade, the Giants battered the
right-hander for eight runs in 4
2-3 innings. That drove Kim's
spring ERA up to 9.00 in 13
innings
Randy Winn homered and
had three hits for San Francisco.
including an RBI single. Omar
Vizquel had a bases-loaded
triple in the second before
Bonds stepped to bat. He hit a
high fly to center that carried
well and just cleared the fence
for his second homer in two
games
"I've seen enough of them. I
knew that was going out.-
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TV Schedule
Today
AUTO RACING
2 p.m.
ABC — NASCAR. Busch Series
Nicorette 300. at Hampton. Ga
Midnight
ESPN2 — NHRA qualifying tor
Gatomationals at Gainesville. Fla

(delayed tape)
BOXING
3 p.m.
FSN — Champion Chnstophe
Canclaux (33-2-0) vs Jaime Pons (201-0), for continental super welterweight
championship, champion O'Neil Bell
(26-1-1) vs Jean-Marc k4ormeck (323-0). for WBC.WBA cruiserweight
championship at Levallois-Perret
France
COLLEGE WRESTUNG
7 p.m.
ESPN — NCAA DIVISIOil I tournament.
championship match teams TBA at
Auburn Hills, Mich
GOLF
1:30 p.m.
NBC — PGA Tour, Arnold Palmer
Invrtational, third round at Orlando
Fe.
5:30 p.m.
TGC — Champions Tour, AT&T
Classic, second round. at Santa
Clarita Calrt (same-day lapel
HORSE RACING
6 p.m.
ESPN — NTRA, LIVE San Felipe
Stakes. at Arcadia. Calif and Rebel
Stakes. at Hot Springs, Ark SAMEDAY TAPE Tampa Bay Derby, at
Oldsmar. Fe
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
3 p.m.
WGN — Preseason. Chicago Cubs vs
San Diego, at Mesa. Ariz
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN — NIT. second round.
Providence-Bradley winner at
Mississippi State
Noon
CBS — Regional coverage quadrupleheader NCAA Division I tournament
second round Maryland vs Butler and
Virginia Commonwealth vs Pittsburgh
at Buffalo. N Y. Boston College vs
Georgetown winner and Michigan
State vs North Carolina winner at
Winston-Salem, N.0 Loutsvale vs
Texas A8M and Ohio State vs Xavier
at Lexington. Ky . Washington State vs
Vanderbilt and UCLA vs Indiana at
Sacramento Calif
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
VVGN — Chicago at Memphis
TENNIS
2 p.m.
ESPN2 — ATP Masters SenesWTA
Tour Pacific Lite Open. men's semifinal and women s championship match
at Indian Wells, Cala
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN2 — Whip-around coverage.
NCAA Division I tournament, first
round SE Missouri St vs Oklahoma
at Austin. Texas OR Washington vs
Iowa St at Minneapolis
1 p.m.
ESPN — Whip-around coverage
NCAA Division I tournament first
round Texas-Arlington vs Texas A&M
at Los Angeles OR Florida St vs Old
Dominion at Stanford Calif
1:30 p.m.
ESPN — Whip-around coverage
NCAA Divtsion I tournament first
round. La -Lafayette vs Marquette at
Austin Texas OR Belmont vs Georgia
at Minneapolis (pined nfl progressl
3 p.m.
ESPN — Whip-around coverage
NCAA DrviS40,
1 I tournament. first
round. Boise St vs George Wasington
at Los Angels OR Idaho St at
Stanford
7 p.m.
ESPN2
Whip-around coverage
NCAA Division I tournament first
round, West Virginia vs Xavier at
Austin Texas OR DePaui vs Georgia
Tech at Minneapolis OR BYU vs
Louisville at Los Angeles OR Gonzaga
vs Middle Tenn at Stanford Calif
9 p.m.
ESPN2
Whip-around coverage
NCAA Division I tournament hrst
round UNC-Asheville as LSU at
Austin Texas OR Oral Roberts vs
Purdue at Minneapolis OR UCRiverside vs Anzona St at Los
Angeles OR Manst vs Ohio St at
Stanford Calif
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Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Klapper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Klapper RN • Hearing Aid Specialist

,
A)Physician's Hearing Center

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071

Bmhy said. "His ball keeps carrying because he's so strong...
Benitez, working his way.
hack from last season's knee
injuries, allowed only a single to
Jud Thigpen and ended the game
by striking out Jeff Baker.
Esen though Baker was the
only one ot the four hatters in
the inning expected to be on
('olorado's opening-day roster.
Benitez had his best control of
the spring. throwing his slider
consistently for strikes.
Atter blowing eight save
chances last year, when he was
booed constantly at home.
Benitez hopes a healthy season
will show those fans how good
he can be.
"They signed me here
because they know what I can
do. They didn't sign me because
of my beautiful face,- Benitez
said. "Nobody wants to he hurt.
I had had luck.Es-en though the team looked
into trading Benitez in the offseason. Bochy said he expects
the right-hander to he his closer
when the season starts.

left ankle while trying to
rebound a missed shot at the
buzzer.
He sat on the court for several minutes, holding his lower
leg, while the rest of the Salukis
walked off with a 30-25 halftime
lead.
Shaw limped to the bench for
the start of the second half, moving so slowly that it was obvious
he wouldn't play again.

Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
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Another fishing season upon anglers

As we rapidly move into
March, the stage is being set
for another season of sport
fishing for the delight of everyone!
The white and black crappie are fantastic gamefish to
eat, in their own right. For
more years, the local residents
dined only on the white crappie, because that is what was
found
in
Kentucky
Lake.
Shortly
after
Barkley
Lake
was
impounded,
we began to
see another
es
Fishing speci
showing up.
But many
Line
anglers
didBy Jerry
n't realize it
Maupin
was another
Outdoors
species.
Columnist
They first
thought that
the darker colors and the wider,
stocky body of the fish was
caused by Barkley Lake being
a much shallower and dingycolored body of water.
Once the canal between the
two lakes became recognized
as a good place to fish, the
awareness of the second species
of crappie became widespread.
They behave almost the exact
same way, as far as their
required diets are concerned.
Both feed on small minnows of all species, except the
catfish, gar and probably the

Bob Keyes and Butch Miller show off some of the crappie they reeled in while on a recent outing with Ledger
& Times columnist Jerry Maupin.
spoonbill catfish. These fish
they eat are in the 2 to 2 12inch range, and they are usually taken in the springtime.
Many can be found by doing
an analysis of a fish's stomach contents whenever you
clean your catch. The stomach
is noticeably larger at that point.
I have explained this before,
so you may have knowledge
of it. One can also discover
that the crappie will also eat
the worm stage of the willow
whenever they can find them.
And they will do so often, I
might add!
Pure protein, and lots of it,
will attract these crappie to
remain and feed as long as
the supply will last. They also

eat baby bass!
One important fact about
the black crappie species is
that they normally become
ready to spawn before the white
crappie do. It can be as much
as three weeks ahead, but two
weeks is often closer.
This means that the black
crappie will spawn in waters
at 50 to 55 degrees. I believe
that is because the two species
don't overlap each other.
The white crappie normally
begin to spawn at 60 to 72
degrees. That small difference
in the time frame is usually
enough. That is why so many
anglers come from far and wide!
They enjoy the length of time
in which they can catch these

Jeanne Maupin, the wife of outdoors guide Jerry Maupin,
poses with a pair of large crappie while fishing with her
husband last week.
fine crappie.
the amount of sunlight availIn this day and age, the able. I Will tell you that the
minnows used as bait to catch white, pink, chartreuse or lime
crappie for so many years must green with a little green or
take a backseat to the often purple tail will catch a big
multi-colored lead head jigs. major of the crappie.
There are so many different
I have fished with my brothsizes and head designs that we er-in-law, Willie Jackson. a coucan't count them.
ple of times this spring. We
I made a choice many years have caught some very nice
ago to switch to a I/16-ounce crappie on those colors.
roadrunner. I still use them
A few adjustments to techexclusively with the willow nique may be called for, dependleaf or the original spinner. ing on the water temperature.
which is attached.
But make sure you keep in
My colors will vary accord- mind that most freshwater
ing to the water colors and species of gamefish move to

deeper waters as they become
colder. Then, they back up as
the waters warm in the spring.
You should be able to locate
the schools on the move now.
The forecast includes the possibility of rain this weekend.
That's good! Wear protective
rain gear and get out there and
enjoy the fresh springtime air!
I recently received a phone
call from Terry Tadock, who
is formerly from Murray and
Calloway County. He now
resides in California.
Terry wanted to tell us how
much he enjoys reading our
column. We fished together
some years ago, and I still
consider him to be a good bass
angler. He said the technique
used by local anglers in his
part of California was to troll
a huge diving lure down about
50 feet in the water.
He has a standing invitation to fish with us whenever
he comes back to Kentucky to
visit.
Another point I would like
to pass on to you crappie anglers
involves a strong current. Crappie are wide-bodied fish, from
their backs to their stomachs.
They do not fair well in a
strong current. You will be
wise to look for them in a
leeway, if there is one available.
They will bite most of the
time. They will do so once
the time for spawning begins,
but not in a strong current.
Look on the backside!
Happy Fishing!

The decoys, my friend, are blowing in the wind
For anyone bent on travel- tors Young, Heskett, and I
ing to the delta region of slipped across the big river
Arkansas, it's best to do it at somewhere around midnight on
night, if at all possible.
a day last week in search of
On a clear night, there are a satiating weekend of shootendless dots and rows of lights ing as the big white birds
scattered about the flat prairie winged their way north on
— reminiscent of a park or spring's first southerly breeze.
carnival of sorts, twinkling and
Daybreak on Day I found
beckoning far into the distance. us sloughing across a soybean
But the light of day reveals a field with guns and day-pack
s
bleak, slung across our shoulders. We
blighted bounced off the paved road
landscape of onto a rough, crater-strewn rock
fields, ditch- lane that terminated in a stretch
es,
and of sand/dirt/gumbo pig-path
swamps.
flanked on either side by a
Some- tepid ditch.
where in the
In the middle of the field
midst
of was a circle of white — an
these, people array of snow goose decoys.
eek out an
I can say there were snow
existence in goose decoys because I saw
a way that at least a few old, battered
remains
a goose shells configured in
mystery to groups of four or five on the
me. But it is corners of the spread. The entire
in the midst spread was ringed with homeof this con- made silhouettes that resemstant field- bled two-dimensional geese in
ditch-field-swamp-field-ditch- an imaginary sort of way.
town progression that waterThe vast interior of the cirfowl of all denominations have cle, however, was populate
d
for centuries found a beckon- with a writhing landscape of
ing home.
billowing plastic — a field of
Likewise, waterfowl hunters rags and bags fastened to sticks
of all ilks are similarly drawn and wires made to resemble
to partake of the great fall. the constant motion of a feedwinter and spring flights that ing flock of snow geese.
give at least some modicum
Some of the "rags" were of
of desirability to an otherwise the store-bought variety, albeit
mosquito-infested, swamp-hole the remnants of a set of Texas
of a world.
Rag decoys left behind by Dr.
It was precisely for the vast Young some years ago out of
spring flocks of snow geese pure sympathy for the bedragthat drop in to contribute their gled spread he had encounown unique destruction to an tered on a hunt with the same
already desolate place that Doc- outfitter.

Hunting, Fishing 81 More

• Hoyt • Bowteeh • Reflex • Diamond • Martin • Fuse
• Heavy-Shot • Winchester Ammo •Anreristep
• Double Bull • At Ciuno • Predator Cam°• A'hitewater
• Lost River Calls•Pittman ('ails • Southern Pro Tackle
• hemp Jigs • R&M Poles
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Ledger & Times columnist Kenny Damell, far right, joins his hunting partners
— includ
ing Dr. Dennis Heskett and Dr. Burton Young — in showing off a host
of waterfow
they brought home from the delta region of Arkansas.

The smattering of left-over
rags had since been augmented with several hundred wire
stakes, which were fastened
plastic garbage bags — white,
of course.
"It's not the quality, but the
quantity that attracts geese,"
our guide explained in a terse
statement sandwiched between
rifts of cussing and Olympicquality swearing at everything
from the encroaching daylight
to the dog(The proper Arkansas
pronunciation is "dawg," always
to be preceded by a stark if
not profane request upon the
Almighty I.
Assuming that much of the
verbiage was really directed
toward us, we donned our white
,vercoats and found a nice
plastic sled in which to lie.
The whole high-tech operation then cranked into high
gear with the appearance of
the first flock of snow geese
out over the horizon. Amid the
clamor of a dozen hunters fidgling in plastic sleds, stem
admonitions to be quiet, the
flapping of specialized goose
flags (white trash bags tied to
a long pole and waved mantally in the air like castaways
would wave a pair of drawers
on a stick to attract the attention of a passing vessel) and
the ever-present drone of a
scratchy cassette tape of what
I suspect was snow geese barking and growling, we actually
lured a flock of birds close
enough to fling a barrage of
steel shot skyward. The results
ere meager. which elicited
another world-class round of

swearing from the guide.
For some reason, snow goose
shoots attract a variety of fellows that range from the accomplished to the just plain nuts.
Somehow, I always find myself
positioned between two of the
latter.
Seated in a reclining lawnchair of sorts to my left was
"Ferlin Husky." so named for
his propensity to belch forth a
rendition of some sorry old
ballad any time the flights of
geese were absent for more
than two or three minutes. He
was the good one.
On the other side was "Walter Cronkite." "Walter" took it
upon himself to announce the
number, species, general heading and altitude of every flock
of geese he saw — regardless
of whether that flock or six more
flocks were in a kamikaze spiral above our guns at the time.
This he did quite enthusiastically, much to the consternation of the geese and his fellow hunters.
"Has he ever been goose
hunting before?." I asked Ferhn. "Oh yeah." Ferlin replied
between a verse and chorus of
"My Bucket Has A Hole In
It." "But it's been 30 or 40
years."
"Does he always talk while
geese are in the air?," I asked.
But God smiles on children.
dawgs and sometimes on idiots.
We had geese over us all morning and had accumulated a
goodly pile of our white-feathered friends by noon — all of
which, it should be noted, were
penetrated to some degree of

mortality by the 1-sized pellets from "Mr. T-shot's" gun
down on the Young/Heskett
end of the shooting line.
Or at least "Mr. T-shot"
claimed as much, offering to
autopsy each bird for proof.
Yes, there's always someone
on these hunts who claims to
have shot everything that hits
the ground. too.
Sometime after consuming
a lot of fried chicken with
mashed potatoes and gravy on
Friday night, the wind begin
to blow. It blew so hard that
it almost drowned out the roar
of the freight trains that passed.
By daylight, the wind was
blowing even harder. At least
that kept the crop-duster planes
grounded that took off and
landed every few minutes from
the runway, just beyond our
spread of decoys.
A return to the field Saturday morning, however, revealed
that the spread of bags and
rags had, well. expanded. White
goose rags and trash bags littered the field downwind of
the spread.
It took a long time and a
lot of sweat to straighten up
the decoys, such as they were.
We donated another bundle of
goose rags that we had bought
at Mack's in Stuttgart the day
before out of what little goodness was left in our hearts.
But the wind prevailed, the
birds hung up out on the edge
of shooting range and trash
bags rolled across the field like
tumbleweeds.
Most of the trash bags were
becoming
well ... trash.

Many of the store-bought rags
were being shredded by the
wind, too. After a time, the
guide ordered us out into the
spread to wrap the remaining
trash bags around their wire
stakes and place them flat
against the ground. It was a
move designed to prevent further destruction, and to eliminate the loud popping noise
made by the gusts of the bags.
With this task complete,
geese began to come closer.
The rain persisted throughout mid-day while we relaxed
back at the lodge and watched
a combination of basketball
and storm warnings. A tornado tore through a little town
30 miles to the south, and I
was already halfway under the
bed before recognizing the rumbling noise outside as just another freight train.
That afternoon, we were
lured back to the field only to
endure more showers, more
wind and finally a bright red
sunset complete with a double
rainbow. Thank goodness we
also took another goose or two.
That's a long way to drive to
see a rainbow!
If Saturday was considered
windy. Sunday morning was
the tooth (this was Arkansas,
you know) of the gale. Again,
upon entering the field, the
decoy spread appeared as a mass
carnage of shredded plastic.
A few geese came by, and
we shot a few. But we were
absent Friday's consistent
action. By II o'clock, we decided to return to the lodge for
a late breakfast. We actually
entertained thoughts of hunting until dark, until presented
with the bill for our stay in
the backside of the world.
There are lots of people
who write about hunting and
fishing that not only get paid
handsomely for their efforts,
but also get frequent invitations to hunt with guides or
outfitters
exchange for the
notonety.
I am not one of those writers. But after that weekend, I
think I might have a change
of heart. it's one thing to mention the name of a lodge or a
guide sei vice, or to write complementary things about a
guide's dawg or his wife's
cooking. The operative word
when it comes to tees is "free."
But if I'm expected to write
complementary things about
being mosquito bait in the
Arkansas delta, then, by golly,
somebody's going to have to
pay me.
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MVP Group Pouring Facility is looking applicants for
the following positions that are available to work any
shift.
Floor Supervisors. Must have 5 years experience
Shift Supervisors. Must have 5 years expenence
Quality Assurance
General Laborers
MVP Group is a rapidly growing company promoting teamwork
and advancement. Our facility. is a clean and safe work environment.
BENEFITS:
Insurance
9 Paid Holidays
Retirement
Competitive Wages
Vacations
Pay accordingly
If interested you may apply. at
Department for Employment Services - Mayfield. KY

MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Park Drive
Or email - jeannatucker@-`mvpgroupint.com
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Program Director for Acute
Physical Rehabilitation Unit:
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available at the Allergy
P. Asthma Clinic of
West Kentucky 33-35
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CARPENTRY INSTRUCTOR
MURRAY/CALLOWAY COUNTY
AREA TECHNOLOGY CENTER
Murray/Calloway County Area Technology Center is seeking a
qualified carpentry instructor. This is a lull-time position with
extended employment possible. Benefits include: health and lite
insurance, paid state holidays, sick leave, annual leave. excellent
retirement system and excellent working conditions.
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P tot Sot VP
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F rench $5 more
itas Story Ave

I hi! Vs i iikilig Farm's is nocc
acceptinF. applications for
these positions.
$21N10 00 Sign tin Bonus
•R N
•I 1'N 's S1 600141 Sign-on Bonus
51000110 Sign-on Bonus
N A
-Great Team Orientated
Atmosphere
-401 K Paid Per Pay Pertixl
-CAREER LADDER
-Health. Dental. & Life
Insurance A% ailable
Call Today Positions Are
Filling Quickly:

flits

53

21404'

Lindy Shaver, Administrator
270-653-5558

accredited college/institute is required. BA
degree is preferred. Must have tour years experience in a large volume food service facility in
a college, university. hotel or conference center

Dennis Harper, Principal
Murray/Calloway Area Technology Center
1800 Sycamore St.. Murray. Kentucky 42071
Education

Murray

and Employment Opportunities
M./E/D

**Sales Support/Billing/A R***
Must be eager to learn, have strong work
ethic & enjoy providing excellent sets ice to clients. Knowledge of Excel and
Word required. Full time with health
benefits. gAM-5PM. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1249, Murray, KY 42071 or
open.,joh@ yahoo.com

Truck Drivers

should include menu planning.
control, recipe development, and
demonstrated successful supervisory experience. Must have great mentonng and coaching
skills and a desire to see others succeed. Abil*
to lift up to 60 lbs. using approved lifting technique required. Responsibilities: Oversee day
to-day kitchen production and operations,
including hut not limited to. tracking production costs and quantities. pre and post costing
ot menus, menu production that focuses on

dimw
t
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BAR

8 Uranus

Immediate opening for snit cook. Flexible
hours. Apply in person at 3975 US Hwy
64IN from 10AM-8PM,Tuesday-Saturday.
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time student stall of 10-25 Application deadline: Post marked by March 30, 2007. To

6411
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420:

Apply: Send letter of application, resume and
names and contact numbers including email

addresses of three professional work reference,.
Kitchen Production Super'.isor Search
WI Curtis Center, Murray State
University, Murray, KY 42071. Women and

to:

Chair,

minorities are encouraxed to apply. Muria
State Untverotto• to an equal education and
Mph's'menu ,,pportuntto. M/F/D.
Emplmer

1

Mystery Shoppers needed
to visit fast food restaurants in
Murray, Benton, Paducah
and surrounding areas.
For information:
Consumer Impressions, Inc.
P.O. Box 866996
Plano, Texas 75086-6996
Website:
www.consumerimpressions.com
-No Sign up fees
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13395 Highway 641 South
Immediate opening for sales. Expenence in
floor covenng preferred. Pay commensurate
wnh expci iciiCC. Apply m person
Monday through Saturday. 9AM-5PM

to. ti

teis.,

variety. color, regional favontes and nutntion.
Supervise a lull-lime staff of 15-25 and a part-

40

1MY•11NIX MANY

needed
with Class
A CDLs.
Responsibilities will include hauling
asphalt and other construction materials
in triaxle dump trucks. If you meet these
requirements. send your resume or
apply in person at 7025 Old Cairo Road.
West Paducah. KY 42086. No phone
calls.
EOE

indis

Experience

ins entory

Please submit a completed application and resume no later than
3:00 p.m on March 27. 2007 ho:

753-1423

ETTZEI

tenured, 12 month position to begin May 2007
Qualifications: An AA degree in Culinary Arts
or Hotel Restaurant Management from an

For information and/or an application call 270-753-1870 or
270-824-7546.
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t,

Position Description: Kitchen Production
Supervisor: Department of Food Services.
Murray State University. Full-time, non-

REQUIREMENTS: Must hold KY teaching certificate in thc
subject to be taught. OR. must hold a KY Statement of Eligibilth
in the subject area to be taught. OR. Must have four years of work
experience, with in least two of the four years being in the last Ii'. calendar years.
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(Main Office in Benton) or
270-293-7835
(Murray'Mayfield Operations)
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!erns, hiring for the fol-
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Resumes must be postmarked by March tO, 21117
No telephone calls please.

resume with references

GREEN Acres is cur

resumes to

$6.00412.00 per hour
with opportunity for advancement
based on performance, experience
and education.
Call 270-527-9837

with

E mployer* F ax

Motor',

Manufactunng Cii.
16.4 Industrial Drive
Cadiz, KY 42211

n an Equal Opportunin Empimer

terns and possess

FULL OR
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is Smokeless Tobacco

270)753-6111

LPN needed for med-

Benelits•
Equal OppOrlUnIty

Thursday, March 22. 2007
3:00 to 5:00 pm

USSTS1C
1600 North Main
Hopkins% tIe. KY 42240

Murray, KY 42071
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Applicants must be able to easily move about an industrial facility, includ
ing hut not limited to. working in tight or confined spaces. scoriung af
higher elevations. working in & dusty environment
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are not limited to, thoroughly clean (from floor to cell
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in cleaning their areas
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Flexible schedules, paid training, paid
breaks and lunches. vacation time and
benefits available. Full, part time and
salaried direct support professional positions available. Primary need for
overnight, weekend and Support
Coordination (Degree
required).
Professional careers available in
Murray, Mayfield and Benton Areas.
College
Student
applicants
ks.elcomed/encouraged. Seize the opportunity to make a difference in the lives
it others everyday!

Duties include, hut
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DIRECT SUPPORT
PROFESSIONAL
CAREERS AVAILABLE

MAIDISYS HOME HEALTH OF
PARIS, TN
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Murray Ledger & Times

Jackson Purchase Medical Center has
immediate full-time opening for a
CCU RN 7p- 7a shift & PRN Surgical
Tech. Excellent salary, shift differentials
and benefits. Qualified applicants may fax
or mail resume and references to JPMC's
HR Department or complete an application
at the address below:

e

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Human Resources Department
Suite 402
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Fax: 270-251-4443.
EEO M/FN/D
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FULL TIME NURSE PRACTIONER
Oncology Assoc of West Ky is seeking an
expenenced full time NP to add to our
expanding office. We are seeking a highly
motivated, energetic individual who enjoys
challenges and team work in a fast paced environment. This position includes travel to
satellite clinics and rounding with physicians,
including some weekend call. Computer skills
are a must. Oncology experience is a plus but
not a requirement. Office expenence preferred. Salary is commensurate to experience
& includes an excellent benefit package.
Please mail resume to PO Box 8449, Paducah,
KY 42002-8449.

JET 3 Ultra power
Chair. Almost new! We
also have other mobility power chairs and
scooters in stock at
reasonable
prices.
$400
to
$2,000
(270)753-7113
LAVENDER
prom
dress with shawl, size
10, matching shoes,
size 7-1/2M $150 for
both, call after 3PM
753-0235
MINOLTA DI 200 digital copier with document feeder, lust over
100k copies, 3 years
old. $750.00.
753-9240
NEW double carport,
$695 Free installation.
Call 270-804-3806 for
appointment
NEW double garage
fully enclosed Installed
$2,865 For appointment call
270-804-3806
YAMAHA Terapro 4
wheeler PTO w/ 48"
mower. $2,500
293-1681
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Asphalt Laborers
CONOViellt MAI

H&G Construction Company is seeking
to hire asphalt laborers with at least 2
years experience. Average Prevailing
wage job pays $25 + per hour. Applicant
must be familiar with asphalt raking,
screed operations, pavers and rollers.
Please send your resume to 7025 Old
Cairo Road. West Paducah, KY 42086.
EOE
060

140
Nip Wined

PARADISE
Resort/HMA Hotels
now hiring full/pt positions. Immediate openings for upbeat, fnendly and service oriented
individuals Starting at
$7.50 hour plus resort
advantages. Apply
today or send resume
to. tmarkum@hmahotels.com
Paradise Resort
1024 Paradise Dnve
Murray. KY 42071.
270-436-2767
PERMANENT
work
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday. Mechanically
inclined a plus. Great
for retiree. Cell
227-5662
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fnnge benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641N., Murray, KY
42071.

Now hiring
smiling faces
for all shifts.
Apply in person
at Wendy's

CDL Class A Drive
wanting dump truck
driving lob or semi
truck willing to be out 1
to 3 days. Emenentlest
3 years dump truck, 2
years semi dnving.
270-978-0846

CARETAKER for elder
ly. Experienced and
references. 270-2271879. 270-492-8017

-Or

CERTIFIED
family
child care has openings for all ages. Call
759-2424 for more
information
CLEANING houses is
my business
Call
Linda H 759-9553

A Better Quidser
Computer Niter.
DUNCAN CREEK
TECHNOLOGY
(270)401-21144
wwwarataium
AN do maii110/1180
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service repairs
759 3556

Wan to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
'Buying U.S. silver

& gold coins.
All mint sets,
proof sets, and
other old coins.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633
WANTED
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
150
Ark*
For SIM
92 Cougar. V-8, tach,
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C, tires.
loaded $2,575 OBO
Washer 753-4109
BLACK frame pool
table/aqua blue felt
with accessories (balls
sticks, etc) Must sell
Asking 5400 OBO
227-7578
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
CINGULAR cell
phones
Direct TV & Dish
Network Satellite TV
Local people, cornpetrtve prices. Wood
Electronics Court
Square
Murray 753-0530
FREE
DISH Network 4-roorn
system.
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19.99/mo, Get your
choice
HBO.
of
Cinemax, Starz. or
Shownme FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
Televisions
HD
Plasma. LCD. DL'. &
Brands by.
CRTs
Toshiba. Sony. LG,
Zenith. & JVC We also
have a large selection
of entertainment Cen& TV carts
ters
Beasley TV 759-0901
C
ICIOridl

History &
Family History'
Books
759-4938
-)1r--;()

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270)753-1713
160
Hom FuntisNaps
ARKANSAS Willow fur
nrture on sale now a
The Peddler's Mall.
759-2106
Limited
quantities.
44, liiL
scretii I %%int
huge tusiom made
oak entertainment
center.
Entertainment
renter is 37" oide
and 76" tall and
has pull out
drawers for
CloMpionvith.slimMi.

753-2753„ 219-29111.
793-6120
RILEYS USED
FURNITURE
We pay (ash
for good used
furniture
753-850 1

,
hams
03 lawn tractor 42'
hydromatic, 245 hours,
$650 435-4305
2005 John Deere riding
mower. 595 4-wheel
drive, less than 200
hours, mower width 62"
$12,000 new, sacrifice
$8,500 firm. 293-1231,
435-4552 night

W.KY. Armory 03/38
Turk
Mousers *4.
Enfield rifles.
270-978-3726

***OWNER
Financing***
Late
model
blewide, 3BR
$5.000 down.
month. 193 Seth
Call 753-1011

dou2BA,
$695
Lane

"'OWNER
Financing***
Late model doublewide
2BA. $4,000
3BR
down, $495 month
2220 Wrather Road
Call 753-1011
***OWNER
Financing***
Late model doublewide
3BR
2BA, $5,000
down $645 month. 110
Sundance Lane Call
753-1011
12X65 1970 Jetliner.
Recently remodeled
with pole. gas tank,
porches & underpinning 474-2744
1995 16x80 38R 2BA
Must
be
moved
$16,000 753-5998
AWESOME 48R, 284
Doublewide with island
in kitchen & deluxe
appliance package',
731-684-4926
BEAUTIFUL
38R,
264 with fireplace.
walnut cabinets A black
appliancesw Call 731an
tor
581-9430
appointment'
RENT or Rent to Own'
38R, 1,5 BA, 14'x70'
$425.00/mo + deposit
All appliances includ
ed
270-761-HOME
wiiinv.creatiyepropertysolvers coin

WOW!38R, 28A with
huge great room &
wrap around porch!!!
Must see'',
731-584-9109

ACH
INI-STORAGE
.All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

YOU must move
56x28 Doublewide,
38R, 2 Bath, C/H/A
$15,000.
(270)437-3034

2 bedroom trailer 6.5
miles from Murray on
Hwy. 121N, Call
731-479-2689
2BR $225.00, 38R
$295.00. 753-6012
SMALL 2BR 8 miles
north.
plus
$235
deposit. No pets.
753-8582, 227-1935

re

am Lots For Rant

$110 per month. Newe
homes only, 492-8488

Saturday, March 17, 2007 • 38

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1BR apartment with all
appliances, $325
4BR duplex, all appliances, $740
2BR country apartment, stove and refrigerator. $250
2BR
small
mobile
home, stove and refrigerator. $225
Depost, lease, no pets
8-5
Monday-Friday
753-4937
1BR furnished, low utilities.
No
lease
required. No pets. $245
month. 753-3949
1BR near MSU other
ocations available,
-ippliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
28R apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2BR duplex, newly
decorated, appliances,
odd hookup, no pets.
per
S425
month
Deposit. lease 1404-A
Hillwood.
270-436-5858
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU, CiFt/A,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
CLOSE TO
MSU'
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covered
picnic
area,
$285/mo unfurnished.
$335/mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164
LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr 270-435-4382 or
leave message
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
7534221
NEWER
1BR 1BA
close to university All
appliances including
w/d $325
(270)556-8021
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
, 1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Todayl
753-0668.
SOUTHWOOD
and
Story Avenue duplexes. Call 767-9948

753-5086
127111527-2931

753-3853
E
Col rRi
rical Prop. For Pant
UNFURNISHED 1 -BR,
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets, available January
3rd 753-5980
UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH,
8-230. 1734 Campbell
St. 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-800Equal
648-6056.
Housing Opportunity.
Houses For Rant

1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970

SI I I \Ill It
PRI HI It I 1
ki ( i11'\

2BR
2BA, C/H/A
Immaculate condition.
Fenced yard with outbuilding.
Attached
garage. $695 month
plus deposit. 1504
Belmont. No pets.
270-293-4602.
270-293-3710
2BR house, lease &
deposit required
270-753-4109
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock.
$750 month. 759-9046,
436-5258
3BR 1BA. completely
remodeled with new
C/H/A. No pets. $750
month plus deposit.
1626 Miller Ave
270-293-4602.
270-293-3710

PRIME retail-commercial space in Murray
Either 3650 or 1825
sq.tt. 270-331-8782

st49Na
CHOCOLATE Lab pup
pies. AKC, born 2/3/07
Blocky and bew claws
removed.
Kellogg
bloodline.
$250
Mayfield, KY 270-2477020
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
SHIH-TZU
puppies,
AKC, first shots &
wormed.
$300-350
270-251-0310

111 111

45 Angus, Balancer
and Gelbvieh bulls selling March 20, 6:15PM
at MSU Expo Center
For info or catalogs.
call 270-556-4259
TEAM covered wagon
$2,500 People hauler
$3.000 Call (270)4928575 after 6pm ask
for Dale

Contact:
Richard Chapman
Prudential Chapman
Nesler Real Estate
Mayfield, KY
(270) 247-1258 - Office
(270) 705-4216 - Cell

Hwy. 12IN across from
National Guard Armory

400
Yard Sale

270-759-93111,
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Stubblefield
Storage
97 Crossland Rd
Now Ranting
Sato a toxio

Check out the
classifieds at
www murrayledger corn

350 Acres ± just East of
Murray. Half tillable,
lots of road frontage on
94 & Knight Road.
$3750 per acre
(Open to offers)

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

Nov. renting
located at 720 S. 4th St.
270-436-54%
270-293-6906

{hit SIN
Any Local ,
%In Condition
t'ash or Terms
tall 761-H0ME
146631

FARM
FOR SALE

3BR foreclosure. Buy
for only $24,900. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext S021
3BR only $341 month,
5% down, 20 years at
8% APR. For listings
800-560-1351 Ext
S891
SMALL 3BR. 4 miles
from Murray, working
farm
environment,
$375 month No pets
753-8848 before 9PM

NOW OPEN:
.( .1 NS
SII)H k1.1

All Real Estate adverised in the newspaper
s subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation.
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin.
or an intention to make
any such preference
limitation, or discrimination, This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
all
that
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."

GARAGE
SALE
1499 Oxford Dr.,
Canterbury
Subdivision
Sat., 3117
7AM-3PM

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Lake Property

Campbell
Realty, corner
of 12th & Olive
Sat., March 17
7AM-?
rain or shine

2.70)293-7116
all proceeds go to
Red Cross

For Sala
-*OWNER
Financing***
No credit check. 28R
IBA. $5,000 down,
$595 month. 1758
Radio Rd. Almo. Call
Ruthie 270-753-1011
2BR 1BA on 1 acre
Completely remodeled.
30x30 garage, workshop and large deck
with hot tub $83,000
753-2556
3BR only $341 month,
5% down. 20 years at
8% APR. For listings
800-560-1951 Ext
SR.
3BR, 1BA, beautiful
lot, short walk to
pus. $74,000
(618)925-0140 or
(270)527-5645
For Sale By Owner
96 Coles Campground
Rd. 3BR, Living Room.
Dining Room. Den,
2BA, Office. Large
Workshop/Garage,
Central
Heat/Air,
Woodstove on 1 Acre.
$117,000 (Firm). Call
615-804-7444. (Open
House
Planned
Saturday, March 17th,
9AM-1PM.) Realtors
welcome.
FORECLOSURE, 38R
only $24,900. For listings 800-560-1951 ext.
S020
FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506
FSBO- 3bd. 2-1/2
bath, 2,940 sq.-ft. 2car garage, great
neighborhood Priced
below appraisal
$229,500. Call
(270)217-4265
FSBO: 601 Nancy Dr.
2.780 sq,ft. 3BR 2BA.
formal living and dining
rooms. Upstairs office
and family room. 2 car
attached and 2 car
detached garages. Spa
and
pool.
Priced
$10,000 below appraisal at $225.000, 7533546
1\1\fl 131\1
I/1 11 I 1.1 I II I

lots of stuff tapes,
DVDs, baby stuff
and lots more

YARD SALE

BEAUTIFUL 4 acre
building Me with 30+
trees, 7-miles East of
Murray, well, septic,
driveway,(1) 30x50
(1) 40x50 metal building. $65,000 753-9970
I have buyers for hunting land
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172

COVERED boat dock,
30x36. wired, lockers,
room for 2 boats. 5
years old, Cypress Bay
area. 731-232-8244

to 300 acres. West
Calloway.
Owner
financing. 489-2116.
leave message.

le

en Props For Flent

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480

OPEN HOUSE
'-111111“;
.1

j11
4 :
1C
11

.
,,

AI
jitiiii

•

.

Sunday, March 18th •I-4PM
2209 QUAIL CREEK DRIVE
3BR 2.5BA, 2,940 sq.ft. Must see' FSBO.
Only $229,500. Questions' Call (270)217-4265

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heal and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

1302 STORY
3 bedroom. 2 bath home, 15(X) sq. ft.
living, oak hardwood floors, ceramic tile.
vaulted & tray ceilings, open floor plan
$157,500 Call for appt. 270-293-0285
AO,

510
Campers
2002 Jayco Campe
lay flight series M29bh, excellent condition, queen size bed, 3
bunk beds, $9,500
Call 753-8055 day.
753-9384 evening
Boas & Motors
2004 2511 Odyssey
Lextra II Intoon. 5.7
Mercruiser load. Less
than 80 hours, brand
new, beige/burgundy.
435-4050 after 6:00PM
2000 Lowe 1765. 90
Evinrude. 2 Eagle
graphs, Tite-Lok spider
rig system, ready for
water, good condition.
293-5215 or 293-0234
1986 Glasstron bass
boat. Trolling motor.
depth finder, 90-H
Johnson. $2.500. 2931231. 435-4552 night.
illaiass Wood
16.M
LAWN SERVICE
Landscaping, Tree &
Shrub trimming
Salkfatnon guaranteed
Call 753-1816
Of 227-06111
1
Lawn
Mowing
mulch, other services
also.753-6294
227-8658 Cell
1 Stop Construction;
New homes, add-ons,
remodeling & all electrical needs. Licensed &
insured. 978-2758

.''or pas merits

Call 7614558,
ask for Kristin.
OPEN House, March
18,
2-4PM.
2006
Melrose
Drive.
Exceptional
home.
Campbell
Estates.
Approximately 3,650
sg.ft. 4BR, 3.5BA, 3 car
garage. Come see for
yourself. 759-3941 or
293-4329
READY to move in..
new construction
under $200.000, 3 bdr,
2 bath, covered front
porch. great neighborhood. We have other
properties also, call
today 293-0139
REDUCED'
New construction.
ready to move in
116 Thoroughbred
Drive Call daytime
293-9747, 752-0624,
Evenings 753-3966
SECLUDED country
brick home. 38R/2BA.
7+ acres. 436-2351 or
VAVA,.e-liststate.corn/

mls/1024640.html
& ATV's

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East 1-1/2 miles from
downtown.
2,588
square feet, 803 acre
lot. Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Britches. Call
753-5856. cell 2937127

2005 Kia Amanle,
25,000 miles, excellent
condition
grey.
$17,000
2001 Cadillac CTS,
48,000 miles, pearl
white, excellent condition. $19,000.
227-9200
LE.
Camry
2002
55,000 miles. 4 cylinder automatic, very
condition,
good
511.000 060
759-1600 ext. 118
'01 Chrysler Sebnng
convertible
LX I
Automatic V6, 52.000
miles, fully loaded
chrome wheels, excellent condition Must
sell Take over payments 767-0508
'97 Nissan Anima.
$4,100 120,000 miles.
293-1053
'84 Chrysler LeBaron
4dr, new CV axles,
good tires & brakes
Just tuned, $950 270436-5747 before noon

2002 Yamaha 650 VStar Custom. 7,500
miles, windshield, bars.
bags. purple, $3,500
1999 Honda Shadow
Ace 11.000 miles, lots
of extras, lots of
chrome. 53.500. 270354-6240 after 6 OOPM

2001 Ford Escape
6cyl .
CD
player.
remote entry. Only
54,000 mites. $9,500
OBO. Call 978-1973
1998 GMC Jimmy
SUV. 155,400 miles 4
Door, automatic. SET
pkg., power steering.
AWFM/CD player, sunroof, cruise control,
leather seats 1 owner
car with new tires, new
transmission,
and
brake pads ABS needs
work and rear bumper
damaged Black books
lists $3,650, selling for
$2.600. 761-3606

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 575.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
227-8575 Dirt Clamp
Lawn Sarvice.
Bush trimming, gutter
cleaning, spnng cleaning, & much more

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 NOUR SERVICE
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing
,inyl A., t' • • "! n9.
concrete, decks & more

270-227-6160
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
iunk & tree work.
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up specials 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044
AFFORDABLE
dependable lawn carp
489-2027
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding.
mobile home repair
sagging floors. termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
COLLEGE student
looking for yards to
mow. 10+ years experience, references
available Cali Patrick
0 841-2952

CLASSIFIEDS
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Oland

Remodeling. Siding Drywall.
Paint Light Fixtures Rotted Or
Soft Floor Repair Root Leaks
Plumbing Leaks Etc
ill. (..:ISAN UP QQL? MES5 DALY!
ensed fii, F „illy InsurtaCI
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By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ

Pain 1 Wu

JOE'S JOBS

7•1•3740 293-40451
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Over 40 _veers up.

295-6569
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12711i 29.4-7146i
Home 42701759-9545
LEE'S Corpot
Cloaning
'since 1471'
rimers •Upti,Istery
tErnorgoncy Water
Romovol
DryIrry
free Estimates
753-5827
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DNJ HANDYMAN
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00KNG tor yards to
,T,ow Most yards $15
10 520 Call 227 2087
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Doan Electrical
Services
1,0„,,,

ME TAL installed on
houses and barns
N
Damn
Corlact
r.M,ine 270 7:20413

I II (

bald l), 1 11
767-0433 • 350-0954
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information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and Companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibiiny whatsoever for their
activities
YARD mowing starting
,
..ity at $15 a
705-3555

FREE to good home 1
terraie
old
year
Dashouncl Good wrth
kids and other animals
436 5658

Nerd
kitiiiling vow
Business!

Call us we will be
glad to help
Muer/ Lodger II Times
270-753-1916
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the Stars Show the Kind of
Day Noull !last!: • I
2
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ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*it** You play a key role in
getting events to happen Bring
friends together for a dynamic
happening Dont worry so much
about a tendency to overindulge
even if you aren't Irish Spending
could be at' issue Tonight A
force to behok1
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
••••• Trait-non metre be
important hut for once you
might be in the mood to do
something different Whether
you take c/f/ or visit with a
favorite person makes no differ
PIICA

and adore Oddly
s hard as it might
yOU (.0Uld be so dazzled
mat you forget that today is St
Pattu,k. Day Tonight Know that
are being watched
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
Listen to what is being
sail as well as what isn I said
Understand that perhaps there
are alternatives The only Mstae you might make is not being
arourd friends and people Your
buoularity soars Tonight You
an count on the fact that you
are where the party is
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
•*a Whether you throw the
party or decide to pitch in on
some volt-Kt you will be busy
Slow down enough to envoy the
people who surround you
Someone clearly wants to star in
'your attention Let it happen
Tonight Nap and then decide
what appeals to you
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Sometimes you are in
much better shape than you
think Your chansma and high
energy make you irresistible
Use that magic to add to your life
as well as the
moment
Surprises come from partners
and associates in general
Tonight Be lnsh
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
a** Dont get an attitude You
might opt to stay close to home
rather than toss yourself into the
festivities In fact, mellow might
be hew you want it st111, you will
be subject to spurts of energy
Tonight Touch base with a key
person
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Hanging out feels
nght Sensuality is high. you are
happy and full of energy Why
shouldn't you have what you
want/ Others want your company Joking around chatting and
teasing need to happen naturally You don't have to go far
Tonight Hang out
,

..f

'New' seems to recharge

your batteries Tonight Give
serious thought to a special relationship
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
••a• People often think of you
as greganous Create a special
day with an important someone

I l,.Jlu

continuance of the rumor and
drop the matter. Sometimes
just being seen with a person
under attack can quell a rumor.
The more influence you have,
the greater responsibility you
have to be an influence for
good.
Tragically, lives and reputations have been ruined by gossip. Murders and suicides have
been caused by rumors.
Repeating gossip is like releasing feathers in a windstorm;
you can never get it all back.
I believe Jesus would give
the following advice:"Do not

Special to the Ledger
Ky
A ICKLIF-FE.
Wilklifte Mounds State Ilistonc
Site; will be closed between
March 28 and April 17 tor renov anon of the Welcome Center
The Vyekome Center will he
getting a new floor and must
temporarily close for installa:ion The center houses the gift
shop, tourist intormation, museum admission desk and park
office
The renovation is part ,4 an
ongoing park improvement proj
CC1 that will assist in the park's
Mons to create a visitor friendly and safe environment for all
guests

Park buildings will he closed
during this period, but the park
grounds are open during normal
park hours
After re-opening on April 17,
V§icklifte Mounds will host a
oil e‘ent on April 2$ called

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Put yourself on a budget
before you do any damage that
could be most uncomfortable
Understand your limits Laugh
and relax, but a little self-discipline goes a long way Even if
everyone is outrageous you
seem to amplify the moment
Tonight Get ready for the unexpected You could be shocked
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You notice that you
glow, whether you are into St
Patty s Day or have other plans
A good time is had by nearly all
Goats Your words could shock
someone Tonight Remember,
you are treating

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-F•b. 18)
***** Know when to back off
and head in a new direction You
don t have to explain your
behavior or decisions Seize the
moment, and the world can be
your oyster You might not intend

let any unwholesome talk come
out of your mouths, but only
what is helpful for building others up according to their needs,
that it may benefit those who
listen" (Ephesians 4:29). Truth
is helpful for building others
up, but gossip is not.
Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ,
801 N. 12th, Murray. KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the
web: www.nchristorg

"A Trek Among the Trees."
Kentucky Division of Forestry
representatives will be at the
park to give guided treks along
the Woods Walk Trail and provide tips for tree identification,
forest resources and stewardship.
Smoky the Bear will make an
appearance in the morning, if
not called away to fight a forest
fire. Trees native to Kentucky
will be given away until supplies
are exhausted.
Wickliffe Mounds State
Historic Site is the archaeological site of a prehistoric Native
village of the
American
Mississippian mound builders.
The park offers planned recreation, picnicking and self-guided
school tnps
For more information, visit
parks kv.gov or call 1-270-335-4681

to be secretive but others find
you mysterious Tonight Even
more into the moment
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
** Listen and share with
fnends No matter what is going
on or what your plans are. you II
have a good time Let your hair
down with fnends A little discretion goes a long way Tonight
Remember to treat yourself
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seductive power of secretive
gossip, we place ourselves in a
better position to deal with it.
Don't feel like you might miss
something important if you are
not informed of the latest gossip. Helpful truth that needs to
be repeated is not the subject of
secretive gossip.
To deal with this problem,
begin by kindly, but firmly,
making it clear that you do not
approve of gossip and do not
want to be part of the rumor
mill. According to the wise
man,"Without wood a fire goes
out; without gossip a quarrel
dies down"(Proverbs 26:20).
If everyone refused to listen to
rumors, gossip would soon
cease.
In addition, inform the gossips that you are only interested
in hearing information that is
true and helpful to others.
When someone begins to share
gossip with you, ask him if the
source of his information is
known and if he knows that the
information is accurate. Even if
a person relaying the information should declare it to be true.
you should attempt to check it
out in a way that does not
maintain the rumor mill before
doing anything further.
Depending on the nature of
the gossip, you may be able to
take action to help someone
with a problem instead of
engaging in gossip about them;
hut be careful of telling someone that he is the object of hurtful gossip.
Usually, the hest action is to
correct any misinformation that
can be corrected, discourage the

Wickliffe Mounds site to
close for renovation work

Horoscope
11'11'1'1

Mu/

What would Jesus do about dealing with gossips?

Question: We have a lot of
gossip going around at my
workplace, some of it very
hurtful of others. Is there
1711-436-5507
anything I can do to counteract this? What would Jesus
Coll lorry LOW or &ryas tedium,
We Pick Up A A
do?
594704
Answer: In light of what the
most scrap washers
Bible says, I don't believe Jesus
dryers, wire & scrap
would endorse any use of gosmetal for it
sip
According to the Proverbs,
tongue has the power for
the
TRELL S Tree
POOR lawn service/
Pas
\
life or death (Proverhs 18:211.
Service
Cali me! Accepting new
Scak 0.1
removal
Trimming,
The hook of James warned of
customers for 2007
I (mum & R '..
stump grinding firethe dangers of the tongue. sayLawns will be mainwood Insured
owner
tained
by
ing "Likewise the tongue is a
Professional training
small part of the body, but it
TRAVIS ASPHALT 489-2839
18 years experience
makes great boasts Consider
270-753-2279
I. Al I OW Al
results
Prolessionai
!( !
what a great forest is set on fire
I \‘‘N sl
David
guaranteed
r
by a small spark The tongue
761-4700. 436-5085
,
also is a fire, a world of evil
R&W Backhots. Dozer
among the parts ot the body It
& Trucking, LLC
753-S6S
corrupts the whole person, sets
Specializing in building
cll: 227-0726
the whole course ot his lite on
pads, driveways, septic
BACKHOE
systems, storm sheltire, and is itself set on tire hy
TRUCKING
EDEN
OF
GARDEN
ters
hell" iJames 3:5-61
ROY HILL
LAWN CARE
Jimmy Reed
Se‘eral times the New
270-705-0443
Testament condemns gossips
Mike Weeks
and identifies gossip as a tonn
270-705-0399
DOZON work & Track
ot wickedness along with
hoe
489-2689. 293-6073
greed, depravity, envy and mur
RELIABLE
LAWN CARE der ;Romans 1:29, (1 2
HALL'S WAS 11
Corinthians 12.2(1, I lanoths
5 13 3 John
MANAGEMEN I
iiiiS !rimming
Recently I saw an Internet
C & C Renovation and
on MSN that suggested
article
,M
AKIO
•
oolop:rwird
Remodeling
270-293-6119
listening to gossip is a helpful
759-1151 • 293-2783
way to be informed of how
293-2784
WE SERVICE
things are done at the workAll Major Appliances
place In reality, gossip appeals
and Most Major Brands to an unsavory human curiosity
1MA
WARD-ELKINS
%Mall hottsCildild
"The words of a gossip are
r
the Square Murray
- 1
On
1
"
..11111"
11)411
choice morsels, they go
like
.•1P
(270) /531113
SCnit• Ii it,'IltlI%
down to a man's inmost parts,"
said the wise man (Proverbs
753-4344 • 227-5644 THE Murray Ledger &
Camay
18 lit By understanding this
Times considers as
Trash Service
but
reliable,
sources
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I. \Dtit'.11'1\t; inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
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hit all your lawn and
lands., apt* needs
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Call

HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
Ida Patrick • Richard Reed
408 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-7665
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Neurosurgery

Clinic
Now Open

riff it

WREN

TU.K T

where you live and work

Jacob Schwarz, M.D.

Michael Schlosser, MI).

NEUROSURGICAL ASSOCIATES
, Highwas 641 South • Camden, TN 58320
11 -

615-986-1256, Ext. 143
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Murray 111tmehns!ary School
reet

Monday, March 19
5:00 - 6:30 p.m.
Please bring your completed packet
and the following information with you!
Current Kentucky physical examination
Current Kentucky Immunization certificate
Eye exam from an optometrist or opthemaiogist
Copy of child's social security card
Copy of child's official birth certificate

Registration

packets are now available in the
school office.

Gia

Murray Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years ago
Murray High School Speech
Team placed first in the National Forensics League Qualifying
Speech Tournament held at Covington.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Howard
will be married 50 years March
29.

.

S

th

W.G. Nash is the an teacher.
Mildred Bell is worthy matron
and Peter Kuhn is worthy patron
of Murray Star Chapter No. 433
of the Order of the Eastern Star.

60 years ago
With an enrollment at Murray
State College reaching new records,

Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president,
has declared that projects such as
Rep. Freed Curd, Democrat of the Veterans
Village, pictured this
Murray. has been named to serve week, will be
used in solving the
on the Task Force on Education cntical housing
situation on the
Committee of the National Con- campus.
ference of State Legislators.
Cecil Thurmond, secretary of
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Cathie
A.G. Outland Tobacco Company.
will be married 50 years on March reported that
three dark-fired tobac20.
co sales on the five Murray loose
Births reported include a girl leaf floors this
week moved a
to Deborah and Timothy Crook, total of
1,758,620 pounds which
March 13, and a boy to Johnet- brought $405,008
.30 for an averta and James Boyd. March 14.
age of $23.03 per hundred weight.
30 years ago
Claude Miller. chairman of
Murray High School Tigers won Infantile Paralysis Fund Drive the
for
100-93 over Covington Holmes
1947, has reported that a total of
in their first game at the Ken- $1,462 was
collected.
tucky High School Basketball TourBirths reported include a boy
nament held at Freedom Hall. to Mr. and Mrs. Taz
Ezell. March
Louisville. High scorers for Mur- 5; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. R.L.
ray were Raymond Sims with 23. Ellison and a boy
to Mr. and
Lindsey Hudspeth with 22 and
Mrs. Otis Workman, March 6; a
Andrea Perry with 20.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles David
Births reported include a girl Hurt, March 8; a boy
to Mr. and
to Mr. and Mrs. Peter Wyro. Mrs. Uhl Stockman
, a boy to Mr.
March 10, and a girl to Mr. and and Mrs. Jimmie Wood
and a girl
Mrs. Tim Lee Edwards, March to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Harris,
13.
March 10; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
40 years ago
John Burton, a girl to Mr. and
Maurice H. Ryan of Murray
Mrs. Paul Perdue. a boy to Mr.
was elected president of the Ken- and Mrs. Wayne Washburn
and a
tucky School Board Association
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Graham
at a meeting held at the Ken- Rogers. March II.
tucky Hotel, Louisville. He is a
Published is a picture of Mr.
member of the Murray Indepen- and Mrs. Thomas Benjamin
Thurdent School Board_
mond of Rt. 2. Murray. who celBirths reported include a girl ebrated their 61st wedding
anniverto Mr. and Mrs. Dale Memen. sary on Nov. 20. 1946.
March I.
Murray Lions Club initiated
50 years ago
15 new members with Lion DonThe students in the Murray High ald L. Snyder in charge of
the
School Art Department have made program at a meeting at the
Murmodel houses and placed them in :ray 'Winnan's Club 'house.
various stores around town. Mrs.

20 years ago

ars
1.51,

71
his
the

Todaylnllistory
By The Associated Press

In 1906, President Theodore
Roosevelt first used the term
"muckrake" to describe crusading
journalists in a speech to the Gridiron Club in Washington.
In 1910. the Camp Fire Girls
organization was formed. (It was
formally presented to the public
on this date two years later.)
In 1941. the National Gallery
of Art opened in Washington.
In 1950. scientists at the University of California at Berkeley
announced they had created a new

Today is Saturday, March 17.
the 76th day of 2007. There are
289 days left in the year. This is
Si. Patrick's Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 17. 1776. British
forces evacuated Boston during
the Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In A.D. 461 (or A.D. 493,
according to other authonttesa St.
Patrick — the patron saint of Ireland
died in Saul.
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COMICS / FEATURES
Family is uneasy when one
sister dates other's ex-lover

Does pepper
stop bleeding?

DEAR ABBY: My sister,
"Jane,' and I are both in our
mid-50s. Jane has had numerous affairs over the past several years after her third
divorce, and was involved in
an "intimate relationship" with
a terrific man, "Will,' that lastabout
ed
three
months.
Jane broke
up with Will
several
months after
she decided
he
wasn't
what
she
Dear Abby was looking
for,
and
she's
By Abigail
Van Buren
presently
engaged to
be married to a very nice man
("Sam") and seems very happy.
I dated Will several times
before he and Jane became
involved. We weren't intimate
at that time, and we started
seeing each other again over
the last month. This time we
have fallen in love.
My problem is Jane is upset
that Will and I are together
and says I have "betrayed"
her. She is worried about having her former and current
lovers present at family gatherings, and our parents are
also concerned. They say it's
"just weird." The fact that my
sister was intimate with Will
doesn't bother me or Will, but
it sure bothers them.
Abby, lohaVE always been
the 'good girl" in OK.. family

and bowed under their pressure, but my relationship with
Will is more than I could have
ever imagined, and I don't want
to give up my future happiness just to make my sister
and my parents more comfortable. My adult children have
all met and approve of Will
and our relationship, but Jane
and my parents won't budge.
Any suggestions'? -- WANTS
WILL IN WALLA WALLA,
WASH.
DEAR WANTS WILL:
Perhaps it's time to stop being
the "good girl," begin acting
like a woman who knows what
she wants, and confront the
double standard in your family. If your sister was "sophisticated" enough to have serial affairs, and your parents
have been so worldly they
have turned a blind eye to it,
then they should all be adult
enough to realize that you are
entitled to your happiness, too.
Although this may make for
some awkward first few family gatherings, as grown-ups.
everyone should be able to get
past it. But if they can't, you
are going to have to decide
whether you want this man,
or to be a people-pleaser for
the rest of your life.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I am a 48year-old woman who lives with
her fiance. My mother doesn't like him because she thinks
he is not taking care of me
in the manner to which SHE
feels I should be taken care
of.
My fiance is a former felon
with nine convictions. He
served his time, is now off
radioactive element, "californium."
parole -- free and clear -- and
In 1958,the U.S. Navy launched
is
attending college full time.
the Vanguard I satellite.
He has not found a job yet.
In 1966, a U S. midget subbut he does odd jobs to help
marine located a missing hydroaround the house. This is causgen bomb which had fallen from
ing a rift between my mom
an American bomber into the
Mediterranean off Spain.
and me. What can I do? -In 1969, Golda Men became
CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE
prime minister of Israel.
IN MICHIGAN
In 1992. 28 people were killed
DEAR CAUGHT IN THE
in the truck bombing of the Israeli
MIDDLE: If I were you. I
embassy in Buenos Aires. Argentiwould make it a long engagena
ment. Because you did not mention what your fiance has been
convicted of, nine times over.
it is hard to determine whether
he will ever manage to get a
job and do more than help
you around the house. If that
is still all right with you a
few years down the road, then
who am I to say you should
live differently? But please
don't blame your mother for
wanting you to have, at the
very least, an equal partner.
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HE JUST GOT HIS

TELESCOPE ;WED

•••
CONFIDENTIAL TO MY
IRISH READERS:
"May the most you wish
for be the least you gef.
"May the best times you've
ever had be the worst you will
ever see."
Happy St. Patrick's Day!

DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 have
a question that may at first
sound like a question for a
vetennarian, but in actuality it
is for all species (human and
animal). I have a dog that had
surgery on one of her ears.
'Three weeks
after
her
procedure,
she had a
small scab at
the surgical
Site.
She
must have
disturbed
the
scab
ow,
Dr. Gott someh
and she was
bleeding
By
profusely. I
Dr. Peter Gott
tried to stop
the bleeding with pressure to
the site but was not very successful.
Luckily for me. I had a friend
present at the time. He said
that he was listening to a radio
station earlier that week, when
they were interviewing a holistic doctor. This holistic doctor
happened to discuss how to stop
bleeding without stinging with
the application of black pepper.
Since pressure was not working very well, we decided to
experiment with black pepper
to the site, and we packed it
in lightly. I kept her still for
a short while, and the bleeding stopped. Then I let her
go, and she shook her head
and started bleeding again. We
reapplied the pepper, packed
it in and kept her still for 10
minutes. This time it was a
success. Not to mention that
she never once yelped or tried
to scurry front the pain.
Please tell me what is in
black pepper that causes this
coagulation. Is there anything
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THE BALL WAG RIGHT
OVER THE PLATE! WHY
DIDN'T I SWING?!

East
l'ass

The skillful magician who can
make thinus disappear nght in front
otreyeshashishrideecolmterpart in the skilltul declarer uho can
make a seemmely sure loser vanish
into thin au
Consider this deal where South
arny cd at six spades. a contract that
required only .12-1 trump division —
a 78 percent probability
to be laydown. However. alter he won the
,pening dub lead and cashed the ace
of spades. he suddenly found himself
taced with two apparently certain

losers, one in trumps and the other in
hearts.
Undaunted, South proceeded to
demonstrate that things are not
always as they seem. At trick three.
he led a spade to the king, then
cashed the ace of clubs and K-A of
diamonds and ruffed a diamond.
Next came the ace of hearts and a
heart to the king.
The stage was now set for what,declarer hoped would be a succissful ;
denouement. Having striwet the '
diamonds and clubs fro hiscombined hands, and with two small
hearts remaining in his hand opposite
one in the dummy. he now exited
with a spade.
West won with the queen, hut
found himself in a most unhappy situation. Since he had no hearts, he
had to return a club or a diamond.
This allowed declarer to discard dummy's heart loser while he
trumped in his hand, and the slam
was made.
It is true that this line of play
required West to have no more than
Iwo hearts, but once the trumps.
divided 3-0, that was South's only
legitimate chance. He therefore
methodically' went about the necessary preliminary' preparations tor the
endplay on the assumption- that his
efforts would he rewarded.
And then, poof. the heart loser •
simply disappeared.
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we should be cautious with
when applying it to an open
wound?
DEAR READER: I do not
know the answer to your question except to say that pepper
may contain an ingredient that
aids coagulation. 1 conclude that
black pepper would probably
be appropnate therapy for a
small, superficial, bleeding
wound in a human.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Am
a victim of "it's your darned
age"? I am 85. In 2001, I had:
a back operation, and a few
days later they found a blood
clot in my left thigh. Several
years later, my left calf and
my left foot swelled up, and
my calf was rock hard. My
regular doctor was concerned
and sent me to a specialist. '
He was very unconcerned and
made an appointment for a
month away. They put four
blood-pressure cuffs on my
legs and said there were no
clots and dismissed me. Several weeks later, my left calf
is still very swollen, and so .,
is my left foot. There is no
pain. Should I just ignore this7
DEAR READER: Do not .
ignore this symptom. The risk
of a blood clot in a leg vein
is very real. I am surprised
that your doctor has thus fat
failed to order an ultrasound
exam to check you for such
a clot. This test is far more
accurate than a blood-pressurecuff diagnosis. Show your
physician my answer to your
question and request an ultrasound exam, which is.safe .and
painless.
To give you related infor::
mation. I am sending you i
copy of my Health Report. "Blood: Donations and Disor:
ders."

1 — vous plait
Big pitcher
8 Precious gem
12 Tax shelter
13 Emblem
14 Salmon variety
15 Brokaw of the
news
16 'Terrible' tsar
17 Aloha in Rome
18 Not packaged
20 Cafe lad
21 Finish first
22 Sports injury
26 Rome's river
29 Tool set
30 Back again
31 Made mellow
32 Outperform
33 Prune the
hedge
34 MGM
4

-'

workpiace
35 Oahu welcome
36 Decided on
37 Stretched
k)see

39 "Simpsons"
bartender
40 Check-cashing
need
41 Did the walls
45 Earn
48 Japan s highest

Peak

49 Gorilla or chimp
50 Linchpin site
51 PC screen
image
52 Apply a patch
53 Hardens
54 Ice floe
55 Vol
DOWN
I In — (as toundi
2 Dietary need
3 Gentle person
4 Patent meek-

one
5 Made on a
loom
6 By Jove,
7 Jimmy's succensor

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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MOM
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POEM MUM MCC
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8 Happen
9 Taro product
10 Gleeful shout
11 London lay
19 Had bills
20 Quick to learn

MEM MIME MMEE
MEE MEEM =MN
MEM MEE EMME
MENEM= MN
MME MERMEN
MAME MEE MIUM
MEM MEE MEM
EMI MEM MEE=
MMEMME MEE
ME MMOMMEM
MAME ME= MEE
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MEMM MO= MIN

rIC

22 Little swallow
23 1960s hairdo
24 Orchid-like
blossom
25 1899 gold.
rush town
26 Soft mineral
27 Borodin prince
28 Letter before
gamma
29 Garden-pond
fish
32 Mr Denson
33 'Of — I Sing'
35 Directed
36 Managing
somehow
38 Playing cards
39 Army officer
41 Eggplant color
42 Too quick to
act
43 'En garde'
weapon
44 Like morning
grass
45 Quip
46 Hatchet
47 Laid up
48 White lie
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